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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Throughout history agriculturalists have tried to control and manipulate plants for 
the benefit of humanity. Date palm was artificially pollinated by the Assyrians and 
Babylonians as early as 700 B.C., but an understanding of the genetics or principles of 
inheritance did not begin until the discoveries of Mendel in 1866 A.D. In 1900 the 
rediscovery of Mendel's laws stimulated much research into the methods of inheritance of 
plants, and in 1909, Correns discovered cytoplasmic effects. The maternal inheritance of a 
yellow mutant in Mirabilis jalapa L. was the first report of cytoplasmic inheritance. 
Cytoplasmic inheritance in soybean [Glycine max (L.) Meir.] was first reported in 1918 by 
Terao. The importance of cytoplasmic effects was not fully realized until cytoplasmic 
male-sterility in maize {Zea mays L.), and the cytoplasmic-nuclear system of male sterility 
and fertility restoration in sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench] were discovered. 
Cytoplasmic inheritance, specifically the influence of the chloroplasts and mitochondria, 
has been intensively studied since DNA was discovered in the organelles of the cytoplasm. 
As the understanding of the biochemical and genetic processes has increased, it has become 
apparent that complex interactions exist between nuclear genes and the cytoplasm and its 
components. 
Cytoplasmic inheritance studies on agronomic characteristics have often produced 
contradictory results. Rines and Halstead (1988) investigated near isocytoplasmic lines of 
oat Avena sativa L., and reported thatA.fatua L. and A. sterilis L. cytoplasms generally did 
not affect grain yield, height, above ground biomass production, heading date, harvest 
index, or seed weight. Ross and Kofoid (1979) used non-milo cytoplasms to create near 
isocytoplasmic lines of sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench] and found similar results 
for flowering, plant height, grain yield, heads per plant, 1,000-seed weight, and seed 
number per head. In soybean, Weber (1950) observed no maternal or cytoplasmic effects 
for maturity and seed size. However, Rao and Fleming (1978) found significant differences 
among cytoplasms for germination, diseased plants, plant vigor, color, leaf rolling, date of 
tasseling and silking, plant and ear heights, yield, and grain quality in double-cross hybrids 
of com. Robertson and Frey (1984) noted a superiority of A. sterilis cytoplasm for grain 
yield and heading date in oats. Busch and Maan (1978) observed significant differences in 
some near isocytoplasmic lines of wheat for plant height, days to heading, and yield. The 
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results, however, were inconsistent, indicating significant nuclear X cytoplasm interactions 
rather than consistent cytoplasmic effects. 
The literature on seed quality traits also appears contradictory. Singh and Hadley 
(1972) reported 3-4% differences in seed protein content for reciprocal crosses in the F2 
generation between high- and low-protein soybean lines. Busch and Maan (1978) observed 
significant differences in near isocytoplasmic lines of wheat (Jriticum aestivum L.) for 
protein content. However, the results were inconsistent, indicating significant nuclear X 
cytoplasm interaction rather than consistent cytoplasmic effects. Rezai and Frey (1989) 
also noted significant nuclear X cytoplasm interactions for protein percentage in oats, but 
no general cytoplasmic effects. Singh and Hadley (1968) found significant differences for 
oil content in the Fi generation of soybeans, but none in the F2 generation; thus indicating 
only maternal effects for oil content. Brown and Aryeetey (1973) found similar results in 
oats. However, Garwood et al. (1970) observing reciprocal crosses in com, found 
cytoplasmic effects for oil content, but only maternal effects for fatty acid content. 
Erickson et al. (1988) evaluated the fatty acid content in reciprocal crosses of soybean and 
observed significant differences for oleic and linoleic acid content in the F2 generation. No 
maternal or cytoplasmic effects were noted for palmitic, stearic or linolenic acid. Brim et 
al. (1968) and Martin et al. (1983), however, reported complete maternal influence for 
linolenic acid. 
Previous work on cytoplasmic effects has produced contradictory results. Part of 
the discrepancy, may be due to the parental lines used in the study. Molecular genetics 
now permits the detection of differences within the cytoplasm. Using molecular techniques 
(i.e. RFLP) it has been determined that the cytoplasm is inherited from the female parent in 
most agronomic crops including Zea (Conde et al., 1979), Triticale (Vedel et al., 1980), 
Hordeum (Clegg et al., 1984), and Glycine (Hatfield et al., 1985). These studies also 
confirmed that the cytoplasm is highly conserved, with relatively few rearrangements. 
Therefore, many of the studies investigating cytoplasmic effects, may have used parental 
lines which did not differ in their cytoplasms. 
This dissertation reports on a study designed to examine the effect of the cytoplasm 
on agronomic characters and seed quality traits in soybean. The parental lines involved 
have been classified as belonging to different cytoplasmic groups based on their chloroplast 
DNA (cpDNA) restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis (Shoemaker et 
al., 1986). 
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Explanation of Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation contains three papers. The papers examine the effects of unique 
cytoplasms on agronomic characters, seed quality traits, and amino acid composition. The 
papers follow the publication format as described by the American Society of Agronomy in 
their Publications Handbook and Style Manual. Each paper is preceded by an abstract. 
The references cited within the paper follow each paper. The appendices following each 
paper are supplementary material. The papers are preceded by a general introduction and 
followed by a general summary. References cited in the general introduction and summary 
follow the general summary. 
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PAPER 1. EFFECT OF UNIQUE CYTOPLASMS ON 
AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 
IN SOYBEAN 
5 
ABSTRACT 
Cytoplasmic effects have been investigated since their discovery in 1909. 
However, in most studies it was not known whether the cytoplasms actually differed. 
Differences among the cytoplasms have been identified in soybean. This study was 
conducted to determine if cytoplasmic effects exist in soybean. Ten soybean lines 
representing five cytoplasmic groups, based on their chloroplast DNA RFLP patterns, were 
crossed to Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' to produce 40 Fi and reciprocal Fi populations. The 
parents, Fi's and reciprocal Fi's were evaluated for developmental stages, height, leaflet 
characteristics, and seed size. Ten F2 and reciprocal F2 'Harosoy 63' populations, 
representing the five cytoplasmic groups, were evaluated the following year. Few 
significant differences were observed for the agronomic traits. Ten of the thirteen 
significant differences observed involved developmental traits, days to R1 and R7, and 
height at R1 and R7. Leaflet area and leaflet mass seldom differed among reciprocal 
crosses. Consistent cytoplasmic effects within a chloroplast DNA RFLP group were not 
observed. Chloroplast Groups n and in differed the most often; whereas Chloroplast 
Groups I and TV seldom differed. No significant differences were observed in Chloroplast 
Group V. Significant nuclear X cytoplasm interactions were indicated in some crosses. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Corrcns reported the first case of cytoplasmic inheritance in 1909. He observed 
maternal inheritance of a yellow mutant in mirabilis jalapa L. Cytoplasmic inheritance in 
soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], was reported as early as 1918 when Terao observed 
maternal inheritance for cotyledon color and green versus yellow seed coat color. Rhoades 
(1931) reported cytoplasmic male-sterility in maize (Zea mays L.) and Stephens and 
Holland (1954) reported the cytoplasmic-nuclear system of male sterility and fertility 
restoration in sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench]. These two discoveries brought 
attention to the importance of cytoplasmic inheritance and investigations into cytoplasmic 
effects have followed. Although the studies often produced contradictory results, some of 
the discrepancies may be explained by the failure to use cytoplasms that were truly 
different. 
Robertson and Frey (1984) reported cytoplasmic effects in thirty reciprocal crosses, 
BCi, and BC2 generations of oat (Avena sativa L.). Avena sterilis L. cytoplasm delayed 
heading date by 1.1 days, and increased yield 17% over the A. sativa cytoplasm in the BCq 
generation. The superiority of the A. sterilis cytoplasm for yield and heading date was 
consistent over the backcross generations; although in a few cases significant nuclear X 
cytoplasm interactions were also observed. The A. sterilis cytoplasm also increased straw 
yield, plant height, unit straw weight, and vegetative growth index; however, this effect 
diminished with each successive backcross generation. The authors attributed these results 
to cytoplasmic X nuclear interactions. Khehra and Bhalla (1976) examined agronomic 
characters in reciprocal Fi, F2, and BCI generations of maize. Significant differences 
among the reciprocal crosses in the Fi generation for plant height, ear height, ear girth, and 
days to silk were reported. The cytoplasmic effects were consistent for days to silk in the 
F2 and BCI generations. Weber (1950) did not detect any maternal or cytoplasmic effects 
for seed size and maturity among reciprocal F i and BCi generations of soybean. 
Baynes and Brawn (1973) observed significant differences among reciprocal 
crosses in a diallel of eight com inbreds for days to midsilking, ear and plant height, and 
ear moisture content at harvest. The authors also noted that significant cytoplasmic effects 
for one character did not necessarily mean that other characters would differ. This 
concurred with Hunter and Gamble (1968) and Fleming et al. (1960) who observed 
significant cytoplasmic effects in double-cross com hybrids. Some of the traits for which 
cytoplasmic effects were noted include silking and tassel date, ear height, plant height. 
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erect plants, yield, and budworm damage. The cytoplasms investigated varied in effect 
Some affected several traits; whereas others did not significantly affect the traits examined. 
One should note that maternal and cytoplasmic effects are confounded in the afore­
mentioned experiments, as only Fi generations were examined. 
Using near isocytoplasmic lines of oats, Rines and Halstead (1988) found no 
consistent, general effect of an A.fatua L. or A. sterilis cytoplasm on heading date, height, 
grain yield, harvest index, or kernel weight. Interaction effects between cytoplasms and 
recurrent parents were significant for each trait in all tests. The results indicated that the 
alien cytoplasms influenced the agronomic traits examined, by means of cytoplasmic X 
nuclear interactions. The effects of each cytoplasm were not consistent across the recurrent 
parents. Beavis and Frey (1987) evaluated 76 near isocytoplasmic populations of oats for 
seven traits and concluded that all traits exhibited significant nuclear-cytoplasmic 
interactions, but no consistent cytoplasmic effect. Rao and Fleming (1978) observed 
cytoplasmic differences in near isocytoplasmic lines of com. Significant differences were 
observed for germination, diseased plants, plant vigor, color, leaf rolling, date of tasse ling 
and silking, plant and ear heights, yield, and grain quality. However, Ross and Kofoid 
(1979) found no significant differences among near isocytoplasmic backcross progenies of 
sorghum. The non-milo cytoplasms had no effect on flowering date, plant height, grain 
yield, heads per plant, 1000-seed weight, or seed number per head. Lentz and Atkins 
(1981) also studied the effect of eight non-milo (KS), sterility-inducing, near 
isocytoplasmic lines on agronomic characters in grain sorghum and found few significant 
differences. No significant differences were observed for grain yield, l(X)-seed weight, 
seeds/head, plant height, stalk diameter, and dry-matter accumulation. For heads/plant, leaf 
number, leaf length and leaf area, small but significant differences were observed among 
some of the cytoplasms. Iwanaga et al. (1978) substituted Triticum and Aegilops 
cytoplasms into wheat. Significant differences in all seven of the near isocytoplasmic lines 
for fresh weight of 50 leaves were reported; but, significant differences for photosynthetic 
rate were observed in only two of the seven lines. 
Isoenzyme, restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), and random 
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analyses provide alternative methods for the 
identification of genomes. In 1986, Shoemaker and colleagues identified five unique 
cytoplasm types in soybean based on restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
analysis of chloroplast DNA (cpDNA). The objectives of this study were to evaluate 
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cytoplasmic effects on developmental stages, leaflet characteristics, height, and seed size, 
using parental, Fi and F2 lines known to differ in their chloroplast DNA. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Shoemaker et al. (1986) examined three species of soybean using cpDNA RFLP 
analysis. Five chloroplast groups were identified. Ten soybean lines which represented the 
five unique cytoplasmic groups (Table 1) identified by Shoemaker et al. (1986), were 
crossed with 'Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' to produce 40 F i and reciprocal Fi (RFi) 
populations (Table 2). The two crosses (Fi and reciprocal Fi) from each combination of 
parents will be referred to as a reciprocal cross. The Fi seeds were space-planted 30.5 cm 
apart within rows, with a maximum of 15 seeds per row. Each row represented a split-plot. 
Four rows spaced 101.6 cm apart formed a whole plot, which consisted of two parental 
rows, and the Fi and reciprocal Fi rows. The plots were arranged in a randomized 
complete block design, with three replications. The experiment was planted at the Brurier 
farm located 11 km southwest of Ames, Iowa in 1987. The soil association is classified as 
'Clarion' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic Typic Hapludoll), 'Nicollet' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic 
Aquic Hapludoll), 'Webster' (Fine-loamy, mbced mesic Typic Hapludoll). Data were 
collected on individual plants for days from planting to beginning flower (Rl), height at 
beginning flower (HTRl), days from planting to maturity (R7), and height at maturity 
(HTR7). At beginning seed fill (R5), terminal leaflets were collected from the fifth fully 
developed node from the top of each plant and averaged together to determine leaflet area 
(LFAREA) and leaflet mass (LFMASS) for each split-plot. At maturity all plants were 
harvested individually and seed size (SDSZ) was determined for each plant as g/100 seed. 
In 1988, the parents and the F2 and reciprocal F2 (RF2) populations (Table 3) were 
planted in a randomized complete block design with four replications at the Bruner farm 
near Ames, Iowa. The F2 and reciprocal F2 populations for each parental combination will 
be referred to as a reciprocal cross. One hundred seeds were space-planted 15.2 cm apart 
in two rows 762 cm long and 101.6 cm apart. Each pair of rows formed one split-plot. 
Parental lines and F2 and reciprocal F2 populations formed whole plots. Data were 
collected on individual plants for days to beginning flower (Rl), height at beginning flower 
(HTRl), days to physiological maturity (R7), and height at physiological maturity (HTR7). 
Terminal leaflets from each plant were collected at R5 from the flfth fully developed node 
from the top to obtain individual leaflet area and leaflet mass data. Plants were harvested 
individually and seed size was determined for each plant within the split-plot. 
For each row, the individual plant data were averaged to produce a split-plot mean 
for days to Rl and R7, height at Rl and R7, leaflet area, leaflet mass, and seed size. Split-
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plot means were used for analysis. Cytoplasmic effects were determined by analyzing each 
reciprocal cross separately using a standard analysis of variance for a randomized complete 
block design. A standard analysis of variance for a randomized complete block design was 
also used to compare all parental lines and crosses evaluated (Appendix A). 
The variance of each split-plot was determined using the individual plant data. The 
variances of each reciprocal cross were compared to determine if the cytoplasm influenced 
the range and distribution of the progeny. The variances of each reciprocal cross were 
compared for all traits in the Fi and F2 generations, except leaflet area and leaflet mass. 
Variances for leaflet area and leaflet mass were only determined in the F2 generation. A 
standard analysis of variance for a randomized complete block design was utilized. 
Table 1. Chloroplast DNA group and species of parents. 
Parent Species cpDNA Group 
Harosoy 63 G. max L. 
Clark 63 G. max L. 
Mandarin G. max L. 
Illini G. max L. 
Medium Green G. max L. II 
424.078 G. max L. II 
Peking G. max L. in 
Virginia G. max L. in 
65.388 G. gracilis L. Ill 
326.580 G. gracilis L. in 
153.292 G. gracilis L. IV 
79.593 G. gracilis L. V 
Table 2. Parentage of reciprocal Fi crosses. 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X235 Fi Mandarin X Harosoy 63 
1X235 RFi Harosoy 63 X Mandarin 
1X236 Fi Mandarin X Clark 63 
1X236 RFi Clark 63 X Mandarin 
1X237 Fi Medium Green X Harosoy 63 
1X237 RFi Harosoy 63 X Medium Green 
1X238 Fi Medium Green X Clark 63 
1X238 RFi Clark 63 X Medium Green 
1X239 Fi PI326.580X Harosoy 63 
1X239 RFi Harosoy 63 X P1326.580 
1X240 Fi PI326.580Xaark63 
1X240 RFi Claric63XP1326.580 
1X241 Fi PI65.388X Harosoy 63 
1X241 RFi Harosoy 63 X PI65.388 
1X242 Fi PI65.388X Clark 63 
1X242 RFi Clark 63 XPI65.388 
1X243 Fi PI79.593 X Harosoy 63 
1X243 RFi Harosoy 63 X P179.593 
1X244 Fl P179.593X Clark 63 
1X244 RFi Clark 63 XP179.593 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X245 Fi 
1X245 RFi 
1X246 Fi 
1X246 RFi 
1X247 Fi 
1X247 RFi 
1X248 Fi 
1X248 RFi 
1X249 Fi 
1X249 RFi 
1X250 Fi 
1X250 RFi 
1X251 Fi 
1X251 RFi 
1X252 Fi 
1X252 RFi 
1X253 Fi 
1X253 RFi 
1X254 Fi 
1X254 RFi 
PI424.078XHarosoy63 
Harosoy63XPI424.078 
PI424.078X Clark 63 
Clark 63 XPI424.078 
PI153.292XHarosoy63 
Harosoy 63XPI153.292 
PI153.292 X Claik 63 
Clark 63 XP1153.292 
lllini X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X lllini 
IlUniX Clark 63 
Clark 63 X mini 
Peking X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Peking 
Peking X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X Peking 
Virginia X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Virginia 
Virginia X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X Virginia 
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Table 3. Parentage of reciprocal F2 crosses. 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X235 F2 Mandarin X Harosoy 63 
1X235 RF2 Harosoy 63 X Mandarin 
1X237 F2 Medium Green X Harosoy 63 
1X237 RF2 Harosoy 63 X Medium Green 
1X241 F2 PI65.388 X Harosoy 63 
1X241 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI65.388 
1X243 F2 PI79.593 X Harosoy 63 
1X243 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI79.593 
1X247 F2 PI153.292X Harosoy 63 
1X247 RF2 Harosoy 63XPI153.292 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Developmental Stages, Height, and Seed Size 
The mean for days to Rl, height at Rl, days to R7, height at R7, and seed size in the 
Fi reciprocal crosses are shown in Figures 1 through 5, respectively. Of the four reciprocal 
crosses belonging to Chloroplast Group I (Table 1), no significant differences were 
observed for days to Rl, height at Rl, days to R7, height at R7, or seed size. In Chloroplast 
Group II no significant differences were observed for days to Rl or seed size in any of the 
four reciprocal crosses examined. Height at Rl and R7 were significantly different at the 
.01 and .05 levels of probability, respectively, for reciprocal cross 1X238. Days to R7 was 
significantly different at the .01 level of probability for reciprocal cross 1X246. Both of the 
reciprocal crosses exhibiting significant differences used 'Clark 63' as a parent. No 
significant differences were found for the reciprocal crosses in which 'Harosoy 63' was a 
parent. Eight recijprocal crosses, representing Chloroplast Group HI, were examined. 
Significant differences at the .05 level of probability were observed for days to Rl and 
height at R7 in reciprocal crosses 1X240 and 1X239, respectively. Both of these reciprocal 
crosses have parental line PI326.580 in common. Days to R7 was significantly different in 
reciprocal cross 1X253 at the .05 level of probability. No significant differences were 
observed for height at Rl or seed size in any of the reciprocal crosses. No differences were 
observed in any of the traits for the reciprocal crosses belonging to Chloroplast Groups IV 
and V. 
Variances of the Fi reciprocal crosses were compared for days to Rl and R7, height 
at Rl and R7 and seed size. Significant differences were observed only twice, at the .05 
level of probability, for Rl in reciprocal crosses 1X235 and 1X254. No significant 
differences were observed in the reciprocal crosses for any other trait (Appendix B). 
Variances could not be compared for reciprocal crosses 1X239,1X247, and 1X252 as some 
of the replications contained only one plant. The observed significances are most likely 
artifacts of the statistical process, as fewer significances were observed than would be 
expected at the .05 level of probability. 
The means for days to Rl, height at Rl, days to R7, height at R7, and seed size of 
the five reciprocal crosses evaluated in the F2 generation are shown in Figures 6 through 
10, respectively. In Chloroplast Group I, height at R7 was observed to be significantiy 
different at the .05 level of probability in reciprocal cross 1X235. No differences were 
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observed for any of the other traits. The reciprocal cross 1X237, which represents 
Chloroplast Group H, differed significantly at the .05 level of probability for three of the 
five characteristics examined. Differences were found for days to Rl, height at Rl, and 
seed size. Height at R7 was significantly different at the .05 level of probability in 
reciprocal cross 1X241 which represents Chloroplast Group IE. No differences were found 
for any of the traits in Chloroplast Groups IV or V. 
The variances of the F2 reciprocal crosses were examined for days to Rl and R7, 
height at Rl and R7, and seed size. No significant differences were found in the variances 
for any of the traits examined (Appendix B). 
Leaflet Characteristics 
Both leaflet area and leaflet mass (at beginning seed fill) were examined for all 
reciprocal crosses in the Fi generation (Figures 11 and 12). No significant differences 
were observed for leaflet area in any of the reciprocal crosses. Significant differences were 
observed for leaflet mass at the .05 level of probability in reciprocal crosses 1X235 and 
1X236. Both of these reciprocal crosses have 'Mandarin' as a common parent. No 
significant differences were observed for leaflet area or leaflet mass in any of the reciprocal 
crosses which belong to Chloroplast Groups II and HI. Leaflet mass was significantly 
different at the .05 level of probability for reciprocal cross 1X247 which is in Chloroplast 
Group IV. No differences were observed in leaflet mass among the reciprocal crosses 
belonging to Chloroplast Group V. 
Leaflet area and leaflet mass for the five reciprocal crosses representing the five 
chloroplast groups were evaluated (Figures 13 and 14) No differences were observed for 
leaflet area or leaflet mass in any of the reciprocal crosses examined. 
The variances of the F2 reciprocal crosses were compared. A significant difference 
was observed for leaflet area, in chloroplast group IV, at the .01 level of probability. No 
other differences were observed (Appendix B). 
Summary 
Differences observed in the Fi generation were not observed in the five crosses 
examined in the F2 generation. Since 'Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' belong to chloroplast 
group I, few differences were expected in the reciprocal crosses from chloroplast group I. 
Leaflet mass was the only significantly different trait in chloroplast groups I and IV in the 
Fi generation. No significant differences were observed for leaflet area and leaflet mass in 
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any chloroplast group in the F2 generation. Reciprocal crosses belonging to chloroplast 
group n exhibited the greatest number of significant differences. This was consistent in 
both years. In the F2 generation, three of the seven agronomic traits examined in reciprocal 
cross 1X237 were significantly different. Although none of the traits were significant in 
1X237 in the Fi generation, height at R7 and seed size both approached significance. 
Chloroplast Group V exhibited no significant differences in either generation. Failure to 
detect more significant differences in the Fi generation was due in part to the small number 
of replications evaluated. Six of the nine significant differences exhibited in the Fi 
generation were in reciprocal crosses in which 'Clark 63' was one of the parents. All 
significant differences among the reciprocal crosses in chloroplast group II involved 'Clark 
63' as a parent. The different response of 'Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' indicates that 
differences may exist among their cytoplasms. The range in maturity expected in the F2 
generation precluded the use of 'Clark 63' crosses the next year. 
The results indicate that developmental stages, height, leaflet mass and seed size are 
influenced by cytoplasmic effects, but only in certain crosses. No cytoplasm type had a 
consistent effect on any trait, indicating the presence of nuclear X cytoplasm interactions 
rather than cytoplasmic effects alone. These results concur with the findings of Rines and 
Halstead (1988) and Beavis and Frey (1987) who observed cytoplasmic differences, but no 
consistent cytoplasmic effect in near isocytoplasmic lines of oats. Rao and Fleming (1978) 
and Lentz and Atkins (1981) also observed differences, but no consistent cytoplasmic effect 
in near isocytoplasmic lines of com and sorghum, respectively. 
. Variances of the reciprocal crosses were also examined. Significant differences 
were observed only twice, both for days to Rl, at the .05 level of probability in the Fi 
generation. In the F2 generation the only trait exhibiting a significant difference was leaflet 
area in cross 1X247 at the .01 level of probability. Variances of the reciprocal crosses did 
not appear to be influenced by the cytoplasm. The few significances observed may be 
artifacts of the statistical process rather than indicators of cytoplasmic effects. 
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Figure 3. Days to R7 in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 and .01 levels indicated by * and **, 
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Figure 8. Days to R7 in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 12. Leaflet mass in reciprocal F] crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by *. 
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Figure 13. Leaflet area in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 14. Leaflet mass in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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APPENDIX A 
Table Al. Agronomic trait means for parents and reciprocal Fi crosses. * 
ENTRY R1 HTRl R7 HTR7 SDSZ LFAREA LFMASS 
days cm days cm g/100 seed cm^ g 
Mandarin 57.7 31.7 124.2 86.7 16.22 125.63 0.9259 
IX235-F1 60.0 31.1 127.8 96.2 16.35 152.64 1.0804 
IX235-RF1 58.7 28.9 130.1 103.7 15.76 154.56 0.9920 
Harosoy 63 59.4 26.0 132.0 105.1 16.42 122.45 0.7349 
Mandarin 59.8 33.2 124.0 85.6 15.86 125.63 0.9259 
IX236-F1 67.0 37.6 138.8 104.3 16.77 224.22 1.5333 
IX236-RF1 63.3 36.9 137.0 104.7 15.89 140.76 0.8908 
Clark 63 64.6 36.5 146.6 102.5 17.57 154.50 0.7984 
Med. Green 69.5 33.2 124.0 65.5 12.95 178.34 1.0386 
IX237-F1 63.4 30.4 128.0 86.1 13.86 163.25 0.9851 
IX237-RF1 61.9 30.2 127.9 94.0 14.34 138.02 • 0.8446 
Harosoy 63 57.9 25.7 130.7 106.2 16.00 122.45 0.7349 
Med. Green 70.6 34.1 123.8 64.8 12.81 178.34 1.0386 
IX238-F1 73.2 44.7 139.6 84.9 16.36 286.78 1.7333 
IX238-RF1 71.6 43.3 136.9 99.7 16.65 196.19 1.0221 
Clark 63 68.3 35.9 146.0 99.8 16.98 154.50 0.7984 
PI326.580 71.2 30.2 122.2 87.1 3.80 61.37 0.3186 
IX239-F1 68.6 36.0 135.5 103.1 7.68 139.33 0.7347 
IX239-RF1 66.3 43.5 136.5 91.5 7.14 147.09 0.6778 
Harosoy 63 60.4 27.3 132.7 101.5 15.83 122.45 0.7349 
PI326.580 71.7 30.8 123.3 83.7 3.70 61.37 0.3186 
IX240-F1 73.6 41.3 139.6 122.1 8.64 134.13 0.6919 
IX240-RF1 70.6 41.1 139.7 139.1 8.08 112.25 0.3830 
Clark 63 69.1 37.1 146.9 100.5 18.13 154.50 0.7984 
PI65.388 72.2 24.8 129.6 75.8 4.59 71.28 0.3484 
IX241-F1 68.9 34.8 136.0 106.5 8.70 109.34 0.5574 
IX241-RF1 66.0 32.2 136.8 108.6 8.12 132.70 0.5806 
Harosoy 63 58.6 25.4 130.9 101.3 16.57 122.45 0.7349 
PI65.388 71.4 27.4 128.3 72.4 4.75 71.28 0.3484 
IX242-F1 70.0 35.5 140.4 106.7 8.86 135.64 0.7082 
IX242-RF1 68.8 37.6 140.0 112.4 9.23 141.11 0.6694 
Clark 63 67.5 35.3 146.8 100.7 17.34 154.50 0.7984 
PI79.593 75.6 31.2 137.7 69.7 5.32 91.26 0.4988 
IX243-F1 70.5 38.1 140.5 94.8 9.25 121.91 0.6654 
IX243-RF1 68.6 36.0 137.9 96.7 8.80 121.46 0.6364 
Harosoy 63 59.3 26.1 131.0 102.7 15.95 122.45 0.7349 
PI79.593 76.1 32.4 137.7 77.9 5.20 91.26 0.4988 
IX244-F1 73.6 41.6 ' 145.3 94.0 9.53 140.83 0.7894 
IX244-RF1 72.8 40.2 141.5 106.0 8.36 133.71 0.5742 
Clark 63 68.2 37.8 146.9 102.3 16.84 154.50 0.7984 
PI424.078 91.9 51.6 154.1 89.1 4.18 112.47 0.4345 
IX245-F1 87.9 56.6 158.1 96.3 9.65 149.66 0.8182 
IX245-RF1 82.3 55.6 158.0 98.9 9.26 136.86 0.6990 
Harosoy 63 60.5 26.8 130.9 101.8 15.70 122.45 0.7349 
Table Al. (Continued) 
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ENTRY RI HTRl R7 HTR7 SDSZ LFAREA LFMASS 
days cm days cm g/100 seed cm2 g 
PI424.078 91.4 53.3 154.6 85.4 4.26 112.47 0.4345 
IX246-Fit 86.1 58.4 152.8 103.1 8.91 158.54 0.7163 
IX246-RF1 83.0 54.3 150.5 95.6 10.88 153.79 0.8267 
Clark 63 68.4 37.2 147.0 99.3 17.06 154.50 0.7984 
PI153.292 62.9 33.2 136.6 145.7 9.16 64.11 0.2921 
IX247-Fit 63.5 36.0 143.5 111.0 12.14 109.89 0.7422 
IX247-RF1 60.2 26.7 144.5 146.7 12.13 100.92 0.4537 
Harosoy 63 57.7 24.3 130.6 104.2 16.36 122.45 0.7349 
PI153.292 62.7 30.3 138.4 141.6 9.32 64.11 0.2921 
IX248-F1 68.2 38.8 145.5 107.5 12.39 127.15 0.6148 
IX248-RF1 69.2 37.9 143.0 121.5 12.16 126.10 0.6400 
Clark 63 69.5 37.8 146.9 100.5 17.78 154.50 0.7984 
mini 74.7 56.7 138.4 121.9 14.63 132.07 0.7905 
IX249-F1 69.0 46.9 133.4 126.2 14.11 127.88 0.7233 
IX249-RF1 65.2 37.5 129.4 103.8 14.67 103.82 0.6150 
Harosoy 63 59.3 24.9 131.8 100.5 15.81 122.45 0.7349 
mini 73.0 55.9 138.2 128.6 14.50 132.07 0.7905 
IX250.Fi 74.9 59.3 146.9 123.5 16.34 169.48 0.9139 
IX250-RF1 73.0 53.7 145.3 126.1 16.18 176.86 0.9123 
Clark 63 67.4 39.3 146.7 102.9 17.68 154.50 0.7984 
Peking 95.2 64.4 155.5 87.4 7.42 207.92 1.0361 
1X251-Fi 82.8 61.2 145.7 125.0 12.13 147.24 0.8596 
IX251-RF1 81.7 62.6 145.8 127.5 12.28 166.11 0.9675 
Harosoy 63 59.0 26.6 131.0 105.6 15.88 122.45 0.7349 
Peking 94.5 64.4 • 155.7 87.1 7.40 207.92 1.0361 
IX252-F1 83.5 62.4 147.4 123.9 11.81 179.85 1.0642 
IX252-RF1 81.3 58.3 146.8 106.6 10.79 183.32 0.9800 
Clark 63 68.8 38.3 146.2 97.8 17.17 154.50 0.7984 
Virginia 85.6 86.1 150.7 170.9 12.20 137.09 0.7292 
IX253-F1 82.2 77.8 147.2 154.8 13.50 136.59 0.8052 
IX253-RF1 80.8 73.4 145.6 157.9 14.05 128.18 0.8174 
Harosoy 63 57.9 23.3 131.1 101.4 15.57 122.45 0.7349 
Virginia 85.5 81.9 153.8 162.3 12.40 137.09 0.7292 
IX254-Fit 82.7 74.9 149.6 155.6 14.40 134.01 0.7420 
IX254-RF1 82.4 63.6 148.7 147.0 15.76 145.19 0.8356 
Clark 63 69.1 39.4 146.4 100.2 17.71 154.50 0.7984 
* Error Mean 
Square (df=99) 5.8 16.8 5.4 81.0 0.77 478.32 0.0182 
t - 2 replications. 
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Table A2. Agronomie trait means for parents and reciprocal F2 crosses, t 
ENTRY RI RIHT R7 R7HT SDSZ LFAREA LFMASS 
days cm days cm g/100 seed cm^ g 
Mandarin 64.8 38.3 124.3 99.3 13.80 61.86 0.3775 
IX235-F1 64.3 39.9 128.3 108.0 13.70 52.72 0.2859 
IX235-RF1 65.1 41.0 131.7 113.7 13.70 57.61 0.3046 
Harosoy 63 68.3 44.4 136.5 119.6 13.30 49.67 0.2854 
Med. Green 73.4 42.2 133.3 79.0 11.90 56.43 0.3988 
IX237-F1 71.7 48.8 135.1 102.6 13.10 50.21 0.4378 
IX237-RF1 70.4 45.5 134.2 102.7 13.60 56.36 0.4479 
Harosoy 63 68.3 44.4 136.5 119.6 13.30 49.67 0.2854 
PI65.388 75.5 33.0 131.8 77.6 4.91 34.87 0.1632 
IX241.Fi 76.0 42.1 139.2 99.7 7.99 37.90 0.1577 
IX241-RF1 76.1 45.5 140.6 106.2 7.96 38.26 0.1570 
Harosoy 63 68.3 44.4 136.5 119.6 13.30 49.67 0.2854 
PI79.593 • 82.4 44.9 139.4 77.2 5.30 24.67 0.0902 
IX243-F1 77.9 49.2 142.5 105.5 8.16 41.51 0.1717 
IX243-RF1 79.1 50.5 144.9 103.4 8.18 36.14 0.1497 
Harosoy 63 68.3 44.4 136.5 119.6 13.30 49.67 0.2854 
PI153.292 66.1 35.9 142.0 141.6 8.30 23.73 0.1012 
IX247.Fi 76.4 48.5 149.7 114.4 11.00 35.64 0.1628 
IX247-RF1 74.7 49.0 147.9 118.2 10.90 37.43 0.1728 
Harosoy 63 68.3 44.4 136.5 119.6 13.30 49.67 0.2854 
t Error Mean 
Square (df=45) 1.6 5.8 2.5 38.6 0.10 21.06 0.0006 
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Table B1. Variances of reciprocal Fi crosses. 
ENTRY R1 HTRl R7 HTR7 SDSZ LFAREA LFMASS 
IX235-F1 23.2* 37.0 3.20 182.3 3.49 244.30 0.0113 
IX235-RF1 8.5* 44.1 4.1 110.9 2.77 481.48 0.0071 
IX236-F1 2.7 7.9 0.8 96.3 4.92 2235.84 0.0517 
IX236-RF1 10.7 49.2 1.2 94.3 5.20 4.29 0.0024 
IX237.Fi 28.1 37.5 3.1 46.1 0.34 9.60 0.0016 
IX237-RF1 26.7 33.4 4.6 76.5 1.99 155.27 0.0046 
IX238.Fi 0.2 4.9 5.2 143.4 1.70 8687.49 0.2406 
IX238.RF1 26.1 46.0 2.2 75.4 0.84 371.93 0.0110 
IX239.Fi 1.7 23.4 0.8 615.1 0.93 3.70 0.0050 
IX239-RF1 0.0 12.5 0.5 180.5 0.02 506.41 0.0378 
IX240-F1 10.9 38.2 1.8 378.6 0.41 20.17 0.0004 
IX240.RF1 3.0 29.4 2.5 360.8 0.58 501.28 0.0162 
IX241.Fi 4.1 13.9 1.9 35.0 0.76 447.15 0.0240 
IX241.RF1 4.5 31.7 1.0 232.0 1.01 825.98 0.0068 
IX242-F1 8.8 12.7 1.1 129.7 0.44 31.09 0.0021 
IX242.RF1 1.8 16.2 6.5 340.6 3.73 12.40 0.0035 
IX243-F1 10.4 13.4 2.5 335.5 0.34 40.71 0.0025 
IX243-RF1 2.9 3.6 1.3 83.8 1.85 274.73 0.0027 
IX244-F1 12.2 53.5 1.4 176.3 0.67 231.30 0.0370 
IX244-RF1 6.6 13.2 4.3 213.3 0.71 1374.04 0.0806 
IX245.Fi 24.1 30.7 0.8 101.6 1.26 486.72 0.0277 
IX245-RF1 4.0 20.8 0.5 88.7 0.65 205.58 0.0126 
IX246.Fi 4.1 4.7 1.2 56.5 1.06 577.15 0.1263 
IX246.RF1 1.0 1.5 2.8 413.2 1.06 28.17 0.0092 
IX247.Fi 2.0 2.0 8.0 2.0 0.03 660.15 0.0062 
IX247-RF1 15.3 54.5 1.8 440.6 1.09 646.65 0.0033 
IX248-F1 6.2 42.0 1.3 668.2 0.63 91.24 0.0012 
IX248.RF1 22.8 37.3 4.8 122.2 1.71 257.45 0.0201 
IX249-F1 13.0 63.5 2.4 130.1 3.02 74.45 0.0023 
IX249-RF1 37.5 50.1 9.0 253.8 1.41 704.79 0.0253 
IX250.Fi 4,3 179.0 2.0 29.6 1.73 1981.56 0.0599 
IX250-RF1 7.5 15.9 1.7 190.6 0.98 42.61 0.0013 
IX251-F1 0.8 15.3 1.1 112.1 2.09 305.69 0.0512 
IX251-RF1 2.3 27.9 1.3 36.5 1.34 29.33 0.0049 
IX252-F1 3.8 14.9 1.4 28.7 1.27 88.32 0.0014 
IX252-RF1 76.0 183.0 0.3 296.3 1.87 244.69 0.0057 
IX253-F1 12.7 39.0 2.8 485.9 1.47 318.57 0.0466 
IX253-RF1 1.2 20.8 1.3 138.6 3.14 161.79 0.0219 
IX254-F1 0.8* 11.8 0.9 87.5 3.13 187.56 0.0050 
IX254-RF1 4.2* 90.1 1.0 146.7 2.35 117.85 0.0062 
* - Significant at .05 level of probability. 
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Table B2. Variances of F2 reciprocal crosses. 
ENTRY R1 HTRl R7 HTR7 SDSZ LFAREA LFMASS 
IX235-F1 24.8 69.8 29.6 162.6 3.03 207.20 0.0081 
IX235-RF1 25.3 80.5 21.7 231.0 2.29 209.41 0.0078 
IX237-F1 17.6 83.3 8.4 204.4 2.82 1220.16 0.0136 
IX237-RF1 17.3 77.0 5.6 241.1 4.03 1245.40 0.0161 
IX241-F1 42.1 109.9 25.5 487.9 1.05 145.94 0.0055 
IX241-RF1 39.4 127.8 36.1 565.8 1.20 145.65 0.0053 
IX243-F1 44.6 135.1 36.08 449.6 1.06 178.97 0.0052 
IX243-RF1 42.2 145.1 46.75 571.4 1.12 126.32 0.0045 
IX247-F1 46.7 176.9 53.6 881.4 2.29 128.85 ** • 0.0050 
IX247-RF1 38.9 234.5 71.9 1035.7 2.28 161.37** 0.0064 
** - Significant at .01 level of probability. 
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PAPER 2. EFFECT OF UNIQUE CYTOPLASMS 
ON SEED QUALITY TRAITS 
IN SOYBEAN 
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ABSTRACT 
Cytoplasmic effects have been investigated since their discovery in 1909. 
However, in most studies it was not known whether the cytoplasms actually differed. 
Differences among the cytoplasms have now been identified in soybean. This study was 
conducted to determine if cytoplasmic effects exist in soybean. Ten soybean lines 
representing five cytoplasmic groups, based on their chloroplast DNA RFLP patterns, were 
crossed to 'Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' to produce 40 Fi and reciprocal Fi populations. The 
parents, Fi's and reciprocal Fi's were evaluated for protein and oil content and fatty acid 
composition. Ten F2 and reciprocal F2 'Harosoy 63' populations, representing the five 
cytoplasmic groups, were evaluated the following year. Few significant differences were 
observed for the seed quality traits examined. Protein and oil content each differed in one 
reciprocal cross. Both of these differences were in the Fi generation. Oleic and linoleic 
acid content differed the most often of the fatty acids. Oleic and linoleic acid differed 
significantiy eight of the ten times that significant differences were observed for fatty acids 
in the Fi and F2 generations. No differences were observed for linolenic acid content in 
either year. Consistent cytoplasmic effects were not observed. Reciprocal crosses in 
Chloroplast Group I differed the most often; whereas reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast 
Groups I, IV and V seldom differed. Significant nuclear X cytoplasm interactions were 
indicated in some crosses. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] contains approximately 40% protein and 20% oil 
at maturity, and is a valuable source of edible oil and protein meal (Bils and Howell, 1963). 
Over the years, breeders have expended considerable effort increasing the protein and oil 
content (Brim and Burton, 1979; Burton and Brim, 1981); even though it has been well 
established that the two traits are negatively correlated (Johnson et al., 1955; Kwon and 
Torrie, 1964; Shannon et al., 1972). Howell and Cartter (1958) observed that seed oil 
content of a given genotype was positively correlated with the mean air temperature, 
especially during the 20- to 40-day period before maturity, when die majority of the oil 
accumulates. Severe drought decreased the total amount of protein and oil produced and 
changed the ratio of protein to oil, resulting in an increased protein percentage (Dombos 
and Mullen, 1992). Protein synthesis is a multi-enzyme process which occurs on 
polysomes consisting of an mRNA template and several rRNA ribosomes. Three different 
mechanisms localized in the cytoplasm, chloroplast, and mitochondria, respectively, are 
utilized to synthesize proteins (Wilson, 1987). The site of oil synthesis in the cell is not 
limited to one organelle. Both mitochondrial and chloroplast preparations actively 
synthesize fatty acids when supplied with ATP, Mn++, CO2 and CoA. (Barren et al., 1961; 
Hawke and Stumpf, 1965; Stumpf and James, 1963). 
Current research concentrates on the oil quality. The most abundant types of lipid 
in soybean oil are classified as glycerolipid which contain fatty acids esterified with 
glycerol. Fatty acid composition, especially the ratio of saturated to unsaturated fatty acids, 
determines the physical, chemical, and nutritional properties of the oil, to a large extent. In 
soybean the major fatty acids are palmitic(16:0), stearic (18:0), oleic (18:1), linoleic (18:2), 
and linolenic (18:3). Linolenic acid is the unstable component of soybean oil responsible 
for undesirable odors and flavors commonly associated with poor oil quality (Button et al., 
1951; Smouse, 1979). Temperature is thought to be the major environmental factor that 
influences fatty acid composition (Howell and Cartter, 1953; Howell and Collins, 1957). 
Prolonged exposure to low day/night temperatures during the reproductive period elicits a 
higher concentration of starch, linoleic and linolenic acid, and a lower concentration of total 
oil and oleic acid; but has no effect upon the percent protein, sugar, or amino acids in the 
seed (Wolf et al., 1982). Synthesis of fatty acids occurs in the cytosol by means of the fatty 
acid synthetase enzyme complex. The subcellular location of the 16:0,18:0, and 18:1 
synthetic mechanisms may be exclusively in plastids. Oleic acid is thought to be exported 
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from plastids and desaturated to 18:2 and 18:3 in the cytoplasm, most likely in the 
endoplasmic reticulum (Stumpf, 1980). 
Several researchers have investigated the inheritance of protein, oil, and the fatty 
acids in soybean. Singh and Hadley (1968), using nine lines that varied in oil content and 
maturity, formed six groups of reciprocal crosses to examine the inheritance of oil content. 
Strong matemal/cytoplasmic effects were observed when crossed and selfed seed on the 
maternal plants were examined. However, differences in oil content between crossed and 
selfed seeds of the female parent were found in two of the three maturity groups examined. 
The within-plot variances of the reciprocal Fi's were essentially equal; although both were 
high when compared to the variances of the parents. The oil content was further examined 
in the F2 generation of one of the reciprocal crosses. No significant differences in the 
means or variances were found among the reciprocal populations of individual F2 seed, 
thus indicating no cytoplasmic effects. The mean of the two reciprocal populations was 
intermediate between the parental means and the variances were equal to the parental 
variance. Singh and Hadley reported that die seed's own genotype had a small effect on the 
oil content of the seed. And though some effect was expected based on Fi results, no 
genetic effect on oil content of individual F2 seeds was detected. Brim et al. (1968) also 
examined crossed and selfed seed on the maternal plants in three groups of reciprocal 
crosses. In every case, the reciprocal crosses differed significantiy for oil content; but none 
of the crosses differed significantiy from their respective maternal parents, indicating a 
strong maternal influence. Singh and Hadley (1968) also examined oil content based on 
plant means of Fi, F2, and BCi plants. Fifteen gram samples of seed produced on each 
plant were analyzed. No significant cytoplasmic effects were noted. The means of the F i 
and F2 populations were intermediate between the two parents as were those of the 
backcrosses. Variation in the F2 was continuous with few values approximating those of 
the parents, thus indicating a complex type of inheritance. The authors concluded that the 
oil content of the soybean seed was only slightiy affected by the genotype of the seed, 
instead the major control apparentiy resides in the genotype of the plant producing the seed. 
These results were similar to those of Yermanos and Knowles (1962) who studied the 
maternal effect on oil content in flax seeds. Upon examination of oil and protein content 
on F2 seeds of Fi plants Daydé et al. (1989) found oil and protein contents intermediate to 
those of the parents. In all cases the protein content exceeded the midparental values. In 
two reciprocal crosses (those involving 'Gnome') the values were much closer to that of the 
high parent than the midparental value. Thus indicating partial dominance for both high oil 
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and high protein. The evidence confirmed previous reports of partial dominance for high 
protein in soybean (Brim and Cockerham, 1961; Williams, 1948). No reciprocal effects 
were noted for oil content in any of the four reciprocal crosses; however, reciprocal 
differences were noted for protein content in the crosses in which 'Swift' was one of the 
parents. Of particular interest was a 'paternal' effect on the Fi hybrid for the 'Swift' x 
'Gnome' cross. Here the Fi hybrid, with the cytoplasm of the poorer parent, produced seed 
that was significantly higher in protein content than the reciprocal Fi hybrid. These results 
indicated a significant nuclear X cytoplasm interaction. Wilcox and Simpson (1977) also 
identified reciprocal Fi hybrids in which the hybrids containing the cytoplasm of the 
poorer parent had significantly higher protein/oil contents. McKendry et al. (1985) 
investigated the inheritance of oil and protein content in two crosses in which the parents 
differed greatly in protein and oil content. Generation means analysis indicated that 
inheritance of oil was primarily additive with little evidence of dominance gene action; 
however, partial dominance for low protein in extreme northern varieties was found. 
Reciprocal effects were not examined. Their results confirmed previous studies by Brim 
and Cockerham (1961), and Singh and Hadley (1968) and Gates et al. (I960). Singh and 
Hadley (1972) investigated the protein content of crossed and selfed seed on the maternal 
plants in three reciprocal crosses. Reciprocal Fi hybrid seeds differed significantly in 
percent protein in all crosses; however, only one of the six crosses showed significant 
differences between selfed and crossed seed on the same plant This indicated little if any 
paternal effect, but an overwhelming matemal/cytoplasmic effect on the protein content of 
Fi soybean seeds. To distinguish between possible maternal and cytoplasmic effects, F2 
and BCi populations of two different reciprocal cross groups were evaluated. In five of the 
six comparisons, percent protein was significantly higher in the populations with cytoplasm 
from the high parent. The average difference between high and low parents was 9.8% 
while that between reciprocal F2"s was only 3.8%. The variance of the F2 seed from the 
reciprocal Fi's was similar. The influence of the female sporophyte upon protein content 
of the seed it produced was also great, even though cytoplasmic effects apparently 
accounted for a significant portion of the difference between populations from reciprocal 
crosses. 
Bubeck et al. (1989) studied the inheritance of palmitic and stearic acid contents in 
eight mutant lines of soybean. All mutant lines were crossed reciprocally to 'Coles', and 
three of the palmitic mutant lines were crossed reciprocally to each other. Crossed and 
selfed seeds on each of the maternal plants were examined. No significant differences were 
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observed between the reciprocal Fi's for palmitic or stearic acid content in one year, and 
three of the four reciprocal crosses for palmitic and stearic acid in the second year. Partial 
dominance for low palmitic acid content and low stearic acid was detected in three of the 
four reciprocal crosses. These results corroborated those of Graef et al. (1985) in which 
three high-stearic acid mutants were examined. No maternal or cytoplasmic effects were 
observed controlling stearic acid content in any of the reciprocal crosses. Erickson et al. 
(1988) investigated reciprocal crosses involving six mutant lines. Reciprocal Fi seeds and 
30-seed samples of reciprocal F2 seeds demonstrated no maternal effects or cytoplasmic 
inheritance for palmitic acid and stearic acid. In the three reciprocal crosses used to 
examine oleic and linoleic acid contents, differences were evident for both oleic and 
linoleic acid percentages in reciprocal hybrid seeds. The differences persisted to the F2 
generation, but were half as great in the F2 as in the Fi. This was consistent with the 
presence of maternal effects. The differences observed in the F2 generation could be due to 
cytoplasmic effects, or maternal effects which have a diminishing effect over successive 
generations. Maternal influence on oleic and linoleic acids has been reported in soybean 
(Brim et al., 1968; Martin et al., 1983). Erickson et al. (1988) also examined the 
inheritance of linolenic acid content in three reciprocal crosses. No maternal influence was 
present and the gene action appeared to be additive. Conflicting observations have been 
reported in the literature for linolenic acid content. Complete maternal influence has been 
reported by Brim et al. (1968) in three groups of reciprocal crosses and Martin et al. (1983) 
in one reciprocal cross involving 'Peking'. However no maternal influence was detected by 
Wilcox and Gavins (1985) for linolenic acid content. Cytoplasmic effects have been 
observed for fatty acid content in com. Jellum (1966) analyzed embryos for fatty acid 
content in com and found significant differences in twelve out of the twenty crosses, 
although only four were in the direction of the maternal parent. This evidence suggested 
that nuclear X cytoplasm interactions were also involved. 
Based on the location of protein, oil and fatty acid synthesis, one would expect that 
cytoplasmic effects could exist. So far, most studies concerning the inheritance of protein, 
oil and fatty acid synthesis have identified maternal effects for some traits, but few 
cytoplasmic effects have been identified. However, no cytoplasmic differences were 
actually known to exist. Since the cytoplasm is inherited only from the female in most 
agronomic crops, one would expect to find few differences among many of the varieties 
currendy available (Conde et al., 1979; Vedel et al., 1980; Clegg et al., 1984; Hatfield et 
al., 1985). In soybean, the majority of the Glycine max lines examined previously belong 
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in the chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) group 
I, with the remainder being placed in cpDNA RFLP groups II and in (Close et al., 1989). 
This indicates that cytoplasmic differences may not have existed between many of the 
parental lines examined in previous studies. In this experiment parental lines which were 
known to contain cytoplasmic differences as identified by cpDNA RFLP analysis 
(Shoemaker et al., 1986) were utilized to produce reciprocal crosses. Cytoplasmic effects 
on protein and oil content and the fatty acid composition of the reciprocal crosses were 
investigated. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Shoemaker et al. (1986) identified five unique cytoplasmic groups based on cpDNA 
RFLP analysis using three species of soybean. Ten soybean lines (Table 1) which 
represented the five unique cytoplasmic groups identified by Shoemaker et al. (1986), were 
crossed with Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' to produce 40 Fi and reciprocal Fi (RFi) 
populations (Table 2). The two crosses (Fi and reciprocal Fi) from each combination of 
parents will be referred to as a reciprocal cross. The experiment was planted at the Bruner 
farm located 11 km southwest of Ames, Iowa in 1987. The soil association is classified as 
'Clarion' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic Typic Hapludoll), 'Nicollet' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic 
Aquic Hapludoll), 'Webster' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic Typic Hapludoll). The Fi seeds 
were space-planted 30.5 cm apart within rows with a maximum of 15 seeds per row. Each 
row represented a split-plot Four rows spaced 101.6 cm apart formed a whole plot. Each 
whole plot consisted of a Fi row, reciprocal FI row, and the two parental rows. The plots 
were arranged in a randomized complete block design with three replications. Each plant 
was harvested individually. Composite samples of seed, approximately 30 grams and 
representative of each plant, were utilized for each split-plot. The composite seed samples 
were analyzed for protein and oil content by NMR spectroscopy at the Grain Quality 
Laboratory at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa as previously reported by Hurburgh and 
Brumm (1988). The ground samples were also analyzed for fatty acid composition by gas-
liquid chromatography as previously reported by Graef et al. (1985), with the exception that 
a portion of a ground composite sample was used in place of whole seeds. Only one 
replication of cross 1X252 RFi produced enough seed for analysis of the seed quality traits; 
therefore the value reported for this cross is the value of only one replication. 
In 1988, parental lines and ten F2 and reciprocal F2 (RF2) populations (Table 3) 
which were representative of each of the five cytoplasmic groups were evaluated. The F2 
and reciprocal F2 populations for each combination of parents will be referred to as a 
reciprocal cross. All of the crosses contained 'Harosoy 63' as one of the parents. The 
parental and F2 generation seeds were planted in a randomized complete block design with 
four replications at the Bruner farm near Ames, Iowa. One hundred seeds were space-
planted 15.2 cm apart in two rows 762 cm long and 101.6 cm apart. Each pair of rows 
formed one split-plot. The parental lines, and the F2 and reciprocal F2 populations formed 
a whole plot. Composite samples of seed (30 g), representative of each plant, were utilized 
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for each split-plot The composite samples were ground and analyzed for protein and oil 
content, and fatty acid composition as explained previously. 
Cytoplasmic effects were determined by analyzing each reciprocal cross in the Fi 
and F2 generation separately, using a standard analysis of variance for a randomized 
complete block design. A standard analysis of variance for a randomized complete block 
design was also used to compare all parental lines and reciprocal crosses in each year 
(Appendix). 
Table 1. Chloroplast DNA group and species of parents. 
Parent Species cpDNA Group 
Harosoy 63 G. max L. I 
Clark 63 G. max L. I 
Mandarin G. max L. I 
Illini G. max L. I 
Medium Green G. max L. II 
424.078 G.maxL. II 
Peking G. max L. in 
Virginia G. max L. Ill 
65.388 G. gracilis L. IE 
326.580 G. gracilis L. IH 
153.292 G. gracilis L. IV 
79.593 G. gracilis L. V 
Table 2. Parentage of reciprocal Fi crosses. 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X235 Fi Mandarin X Harosoy 63 
1X235 RFi Harosoy 63 X Mandarin 
1X236 Fl Mandarin X Clark 63 
1X236 RFi Clark 63 X Mandarin 
1X237 Fl Medium Green X Harosoy 63 
1X237 RFi Harosoy 63 X Medium Green 
1X238 Fl Medium Green X Clark 63 
1X238 RFi Clark 63 X Medium Green 
1X239 Fl PI326.580 X Harosoy 63 
1X239 RFi Harosoy 63 X PI326.580 
1X240 Fl P1326.580X Clark 63 
1X240 RFi Claric63XPI326.580 
1X241 Fl PI65.388 X Harosoy 63 
1X241 RFi Harosoy 63 X PI65.388 
1X242 Fl PI65.388X Clark 63 
1X242 RFi Clark 63 XPI65.388 
1X243 Fl P179.593 X Harosoy 63 
1X243 RFi Harosoy 63 X P179.593 
1X244 Fl PI79.593X Clark 63 
1X244 RFi Clark 63 XP179.593 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X245 Fi 
1X245 RFi 
1X246 Fi 
1X246 RFi 
1X247 Fi 
1X247 RFi 
1X248 Fi 
1X248 RFi 
1X249 Fi 
1X249 RFi 
1X250 Fi 
1X250 RFi 
1X251 Fi 
1X251 RFi 
1X252 Fi 
1X252 RFi 
1X253 Fi 
1X253 RFi 
1X254 Fi 
1X254 RFi 
PI424.078 X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X P1424.078 
PI424.078X Clark 63 
Clark 63 XPI424.078 
P1153.292X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63XP1153.292 
PI153.292X Clark 63 
Clark 63 XP1153.292 
mini X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Illini 
lllini X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X mini 
Peking X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Peking 
Peking X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X Peking 
Virginia X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Virginia 
Virginia X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X Virginia 
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Table 3. Parentage of reciprocal F2 crosses. 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X235 F2 Mandarin X Harosoy 63 
1X235 RF2 Harosoy 63 X Mandarin 
1X237 F2 Medium Green X Harosoy 63 
1X237 RF2 Harosoy 63 X Medium Green 
1X241 F2 PI65.388 X Harosoy 63 
1X241 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI65.388 
1X243 F2 PI79.593 X Harosoy 63 
1X243 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI79.593 
1X247 F2 PI153.292X Harosoy 63 
1X247 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI153.292 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Protein and Oil 
The seed of the Fi reciprocal crosses were examined for protein and oil content 
(Figures 1 and 2). Significant differences were observed only twice for these two traits. 
Of the four reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast Group II, oil was significantly different in 
reciprocal cross 1X238. Protein was significantly different in reciprocal cross 1X244 
(Chloroplast Group V) at the .05 level of probability. 'Clark 63' was one of the parents in 
both of these reciprocal crosses. No differences were found for any cross in which 
'Harosoy 63' was a parent. No significant differences in protein or oil content were 
observed in any of the crosses included in Chloroplast Groups I, IE, and IV. The 
differences in oil content approached significance in 1X237 and 1X254. Reciprocal crosses 
1X237 and 1X238 both have 'Medium Green' as one of the parents. The difference in 
protein content approached significance in reciprocal cross 1X240. 
The seed of the five reciprocal F2 crosses were examined for protein and oil content 
(Figures 3 and 4). No differences were observed among any of the reciprocal crosses 
examined. This is consistent with the results obtained in the Fi generation for the crosses 
in which 'Harosoy 63' was a parent. 
Fatty Acids 
The fatty acid composition of the reciprocal Fi crosses was determined (Figures 5 
through 9). In Chloroplast Group I, differences were found for linoleic acid at the .05 level 
of probability in crosses 1X236 and 1X238. Both reciprocal crosses had 'Clark 63' as a 
parent. No differences were observed for any trait in those crosses in which 'Harosoy 63' 
was a parent. The reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast Group II did not exhibit significant 
differences for any of the fatty acids. In Chloroplast Group III, only two of the eight 
reciprocal crosses showed any significant differences at the .05 level of probability. 
Differences were observed for oleic and linoleic acid content in reciprocal cross 1X240, and 
for stearic acid content in reciprocal cross 1X254. Both of these reciprocal crosses involved 
'Clark 63' as a parent. In Chloroplast Group FV, oleic acid content differed at the .05 level 
of probability for reciprocal cross 1X247. This was the only reciprocal cross, in which 
'Harosoy 63' was a parent, that showed a significant difference for any of the fatty acids. 
No significant differences were observed for any of the fatty acids in the Chloroplast Group 
V. 
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The seed of the five reciprocal F2 crosses were analyzed for fatty acid composition 
(Figures 10 through 14). In Chloroplast Group I, significant differences were observed at 
the .05 level for oleic and linoleic acid content in cross 1X235. No significant differences 
were observed for any of the fatty acids in the reciprocal crosses representative of 
Chloroplast Group II; nor were any differences observed in Chloroplast Group III. Oleic 
acid content was found to be significantly different at the .01 level of probability in 
reciprocal cross 1X247 which is representative of Chloroplast Group IV. In Chloroplast 
Group V, palmitic acid was significantly different at the .01 level of probability in 
reciprocal cross 1X243. No other fatty acids were found to be significantiy different. 
Summary 
Relatively few of the seed quality traits examined were significantiy different. Of 
the nineteen reciprocal crosses examined in the Fi generation, those involving 'Clark 63' 
most often showed significant differences for the seed quality traits. Seven of tiie eight 
significant differences observed in the Fi generation involved 'Clark 63'; whereas, only one 
reciprocal cross involving 'Harosoy 63' showed a significant difference. Protein and oil 
content seldom differed in the Fi generation. Oil content differed once in Chloroplast 
Group II and protein content differed once in Chloroplast Group V. Differences were not 
observed in the F2 generation, although this was consistent with the results obtained in the 
Fi generation for these crosses. The results indicated that nuclear X cytoplasm 
interactions produced the few significant differences observed. Daydé et al. (1989) also 
observed significant differences for protein content in a few crosses; thereby indicating the 
presence of nuclear X cytoplasm interactions. However, no significant differences were 
observed for oil content. 
Six of the eight significant differences observed in the Fi generation, were among 
the fatty acids. Linoleic and oleic acid content differed five of the six times. In Chloroplast 
Group I, linoleic acid content differed both times that 'Clark 63' was a parent. Both oleic 
and linoleic acid content differed in reciprocal cross 1X240. No differences were observed 
for palmitic or linolenic acid content among the Fi reciprocal crosses. Oleic and linoleic 
acid content also differed the most often in the Fj generation. Three of the four significant 
differences observed were for oleic and linoleic acid. Differences in both oleic and linoleic 
acid content corresponds with the negative correlation often observed between these two 
traits. Linoleic acid differed in Chloroplast Group I in both the Fi and the F2 generation, 
although the results were exhibited in different crosses. Oleic acid content differed 
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significantly in both the Fi and the F2 generation in 1X247 (Chloroplast Group IV). No 
differences were found for stearic acid content in any of the F2 reciprocal crosses. 
Differences were not observed for linolenic acid content in any of the reciprocal crosses in 
the Fi and the F2 generations. No consistent cytoplasmic effects were observed for the 
fatty acids; however, specific nuclear X cytoplasm interactions were indicated. Significant 
differences were rarely observed for palmitic and stearic acid. Oleic and linoleic acid 
content differed the most often. No differences were observed for linolenic acid. These 
results are in concurrence with Erickson et al. (1988) who observed significant differences 
in the Fi and F2 generations for oleic and linoleic acid content, but no significant 
differences for linolenic acid content. These results also concur witii the findings of 
Bubeck et al. (1989) who seldom observed significant differences for palmitic and stearic 
acid content. 
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Figure 7. Oleic acid content of reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by * Only one 
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Figure 11. Stearic acid content of reciprocal F2 crosses. No signficant differences observed. 
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Table Al. Seed quality trait means for parents and reciprocal Fi crosses. * 
Entry Palmitic Stearic Oleic Linoleic Linolenic Protein Oil 
Percent 
Mandarin 11.51 2.91 24.14 52.27 9.15 43.86 19.69 
IX235-F1 11.36 2.99 24.98 51.32 9.33 43.39 19.93 
IX235-RF1 11.27 3.24 24.67 51.50 9.31 42.36 20.64 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
Mandarin 11.51 2.91 24.14 52.27 9.15 43.86 19.69 
IX236-Fit 10.36 3.88 22.40 53.04 10.30 43.11 20.01 
IX236-RF1 10.55 3.87 21.97 54.46 9.12 42.76 20.54 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
Med. Green 11.23 3.76 19.98 54.53 10.48 41.84 20.68 
IX237-F1 11.30 3.50 22.87 52.14 10.17 41.94 20.71 
IX237-RF1 11.22 3.41 23.90 52.01 9.43 41.44 21.25 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
Med. Green 11.23 3.76 19.98 54.53 10.48 41.84 20.68 
IX238-F1 9.92 4.37 22.92 52.74 10.03 41.00 20.54 
Ix238-RFi 10.42 4.23 20.93 54.50 9.90 40.80 21.34 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
PI326.580 12.28 3.65 14.43 56.38 13.24 47.15 17.00 
IX239-F1 11.19 3.37 20.07 53.75 11.60 45.38 18.56 
IX239-RF1 11.56 3.43 19.39 53.94 11.66 44.13 18.69 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
PI326.580 12.28 3.65 14.43 56.38 13.24 47.15 17.00 
IX240-F1 11.00 3.56 17.89 55.96 11.57 45.13 18.64 
IX240-RF1 11.01 3.42 16.90 57.17 11.48 44.27 18.94 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
PI65.388 11.91 3.61 16.12 56.38 11.96 45.82 17.45 
IX241-F1 11.15 3.53 .. 19.78 54.64 10.88 44.66 18.96 
IX241-RF1 11.25 3.47 19.97 54.45 10.83 44.44 18.96 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
PI65.388 11.91 3.61 16.12 56.38 11.96 45.82 17.45 
IX242.Fi 10.81 3.73 19.70 55.27 10.46 44.83 18.94 
IX242-RF1 10.72 3.63 18.96 56.21 10.45 44.07 19.03 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
PI79.593 12.27 3.48 15.68 55.52 13.02 44.38 18.08 
IX243.Fi 11.46 3.47 19.41 54.07 11.56 43.26 19.24 
IX243-RF1 11.46 3.75 20.42 53.37 10.98 42.93 19.38 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
PI79.593 12.27 3.48 15.68 55.52 13.02 44.38 18.08 
IX244.Fi 11.01 3.81 18.42 55.74 10.99 43.38 19.28 
IX244-RF1 10.89 3.63 18.63 55.66 11.16 44.32 18.89 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
PI424.078 9.82 3.13 14.39 58.43 14.20 50.08 15.59 
IX245-F1 10.40 3.48 19.51 54.76 11.83 46.67 17.45 
IX245.RF1 10.52 3.56 19.50 54.75 11.65 46.77 17.42 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
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Table Al. (Continued) 
Entry Palmitic Stearic Oleic Linoleic Linolenic Protein Oil 
Percent 
PI424.078 9.82 3.13 14.39 58.43 14.20 50.08 15.59 
IX246-Fit 9.83 3.67 18.83 56.57 11.10 46.86 17.45 
IX246-RF1 10.05 3.87 18.86 56.55 10.65 45.19 18.70 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
PI153.292 11.79 3.31 16.79 56.78 11.30 43.56 18.47 
IX247-Fit 11.22 3.61 20.82 53.80 10.54 42.29 19.65 
IX247-RF1 11.16 3.44 20.08 54.70 10.60 41.33 20.18 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
PI153.292 11.79 3.31 16.79 56.78 11.30 43.56 18.47 
IX248.Fi 10.87 3.74 19.31 55.95 10.11 42.66 19.76 
IX248-RF1 10.93 3.65 18.49 56.49 10.41 42.02 20.02 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
Illini 10.44 3.83 20.67 55.53 9.50 40.87 20.74 
IX249-F1 11.01 3.96 22.21 53.36 9.43 41.12 20.77 
IX249-RF1 11.17 3.66 23.06 52.72 9.37 40.74 21.34 
Harosoy 63 , 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
Illini 10.44 3.83 20.67 55.53 9.50 40.87 20.74 
IX250-F1 10.21 4.18 20.54 55.63 9.42 40.03 21.36 
IX250-RF1 10.11 3.96 23.00 56.59 9.31 39.82 21.56 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 - 21.09 
Peking 10.50 3.28 18.36 54.78 13.05 40.28 19.93 
1X251-Fi 10.51 3.33 20.21 54.24 11.68 41.59 20.23 
IX251-RF1 10.64 3.50 20.91 53.24 11.61 41.44 20.42 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
Peking 10.50 3.28 18.36 54.78 13.05 40.28 19.93 
IX252.Fi 10.41 3.28 19.48 55.13 11.69 41.37 20.44 
IX252-RFitt 10.07 4.10 19.20 56.67 9.94 40.09 21.17 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
Virginia 9.46 3.70 18.74 58.45 9.62 42.99 19.41 
IX253-F1 9.87 3.73 20.97 55.59 9.83 41.36 20.72 
IX253-RF1 9.76 3.92 21.04 55.59 9.67 41.70 20.72 
Harosoy 63 10.61 3.85 25.48 51.45 8.59 41.46 20.93 
Virginia 9.46 3.70 18.74 58.45 9.62 42.99 19.41 
IX254.Fit 9.51 4.11 19.16 57.64 9.58 41.39 20.56 
IX254.RFit 9.58 3.86 18.50 57.96 10.09 42.39 20.21 
Clark 63 9.83 4.21 19.77 56.50 9.66 41.05 21.09 
* Error Mean 
Square (df=95) 0.02 0.02 1.18 0.39 0.13 0.50 0.12 
t  -  2 replications, 
tt -1 replication. 
Table A2. Seed quality trait means for parents and reciprocal F2 crosses.! 
Entry Palmitic Stearic Oleic Linoleic Linolenic Protein Oil 
Percent 
Mandarin 12.40 3.46 27.05 49.83 7.26 37.98 17.00 
IX235-F2 11.94 3.61 26.79 50.44 7.23 36.88 17.73 
IX235-RF2 11.73 3.65 25.92 51.35 7.35 36.05 18.18 
Harosoy 63 11.37 3.93 24.64 52.49 7.58 32.85 18.60 
Med. Green 11.73 4.24 23.87 51.79 8.38 35.63 18.25 
IX237-F2 11.48 4.09 25.13 51.59 7.73 36.00 18.25 
IX237-RF2 11.51 4.02 24.92 51.71 7.84 35.60 18.58 
Harosoy 63 11.37 3.93 24.64 52.49 7.58 32.85 18.60 
PI65.388 12.77 3.94 20.18 53.82 9.29 39.68 15.18 
IX241-F2 11.60 3.93 21.65 53.73 9.10 37.93 16.43 
IX241-RF2 11.61 4.12 21.64 53.64 9.00 37.90 16.35 
Harosoy 63 11.37 3.93 24.64 52.49 7.58 32.85 18.60 
PI79.593 13.00 3.86 17.25 54.69 11.20 38.88 15.38 
IX243-F2 12.27 4.09 20.95 53.25 9.44 37.53 16.43 
IX243-RF2 12.15 4.20 21.44 52.93 9.28 37.38 16.53 
Harosoy 63 11.37 3.93 24.64 52.49 7.58 32.85 18.60 
PI153.292 12.54 3.63 18.34 55.86 9.63 36.68 16.53 
IX247-F2 11.69 3.94 21.15 54.26 8.96 37.60 16.63 
IX247-RF2 11.75 3.92 21.37 54.16 8.81 37.45 16.78 
Harosoy 63 11.37 3.93 24.64 52.49 7.58 32.85 18.60 
t  Error Mean 
Square (df=45) 0.02 0.02 0.32 0.18 0.07 1.87 0.08 
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TOTAL AMINO ACID COMPOSITION 
IN SOYBEAN 
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ABSTRACT 
Cytoplasmic effects have been investigated since their discovery in 1909. 
However, it was not known whether the cytoplasms actually differed in most studies. 
Differences among the cytoplasms have been identified in soybean. This study was 
conducted to determine if cytoplasmic effects exist in soybean. Ten soybean lines 
representing five cytoplasmic groups, based on their chloroplast DNA RFLP patterns, were 
crossed to 'Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' to produce 40 Fi and reciprocal Fi populations. The 
parents, Fi's and reciprocal Pi's were evaluated for amino acid composition. Ten F2 and 
reciprocal F2 'Harosoy 63' populations, representing the five cytoplasmic groups, were 
evaluated the following year. Several differences were observed among the amino acids in 
the Fi reciprocal crosses, but few were observed in the F2 generation. Most of the 
differences observed involved aliphatic amino acids, especially the branched chain amino 
acids. Differences were observed in reciprocal crosses in four of the five cytoplasmic 
groups. Chloroplast Group HI had two reciprocal crosses which differed for most of the 
amino acids examined. However, the other reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast Group III, did 
not differ for any of the amino acids. Chloroplast Group V rarely differed for any of the 
amino acids. Consistent cytoplasmic effects were not observed. Chloroplast Groups II and 
in differed the most; whereas Chloroplast Groups IV and V seldom differed. Significant 
nuclear X cytoplasm interactions were indicated in some crosses. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Amino acids serve not only as the building blocks of proteins in plants, but also as 
nitrogen transport compounds, and precursors to plant hormones. Plant proteins, on the 
basis of solubility in various solvents, are typically categorized into four groups; albumin, 
globulin, prolamin, and glutenin. Seed of soybean [Glycine max (L.) Men*.] cultivars are 
typically 46% protein, of which approximately 90% have been identified as globulin-type 
proteins (Muller, 1983). Boulter (1981) observed that globulins are synthesized in the 
rough endoplasmic reticulum and transported to the membrane-bound protein bodies via 
golgi vesicles. Globulins typically contain high levels of glutamine, asparagine, and 
arginine; but relatively low levels of S-containing amino acids such as methionine and 
cysteine. The albumins and globulins have higher contents of basic amino acids, whereas 
the prolamins and glutelins have higher contents of proline and glutamine. 
Gluatmine synthetase (GS) is an enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of the amides, 
glutamine and asparagine. Glutamine is the primary port of entry for nitrogen into whole 
plant nitrogen metabolism. Multiple isoforms of GS have been shown to be localized in 
different subcellular compartments, the chloroplast and the cytosol (Hirel and Gadel, 1981). 
Genes for cytosolic GS have been isolated for Glycine max, and are thought to play a role 
in inducing GS expression in nodules (Hirel et al., 1987). Sieciechowicz et al. (1988) 
found that asparagine is a major nitrogen transport amino acid and an important form of 
stored nitrogen in most higher plants. Huber and Streeter (1985) reported that asparagine 
synthetase (AS) is the enzyme responsible for asparagine biosynthesis in plants . Boland 
and colleagues (1982), upon examination of soybean nodules, located asparagine 
synthetase activity to both the cytosol and proplastids. 
Acetolactate synthase (ALS) is the first common enzyme in the pathway leading to 
the biosynthesis of the essential branched chain amino acids: leucine, isoleucine, and 
valine. Sequence analysis of the nuclear gene for plant ALS revealed the presence of a 
chloroplast transit peptide (Mazur et al., 1987). This observation agreed with enzymatic 
studies localizing ALS to plastids in both green and non-green tissues (Miflin, 1974; 
Chaleff and Ray, 1984). 
The aromatic amino acids, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan, though 
synthesized by three terminal pathways, start with the shikimate pathway and the 
production of chorismate. Tryptophan is thought to be the precursor of the plant hormone 
indolacetic acid (lAA). Tryptophan synthase activity has been localized in the chloroplast 
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(Berlyn et al., 1989). 3-Deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate-7-phosphate synthase (DAHPs) is 
the first enzyme of the shikimate pathway. Previous work has revealed that the activity 
level of DAHPs varies in response to developmental and environmental factors (Dyer et 
al., 1990). In DAHPs enzyme purified from potato, the amino terminus of the deduced 
DAHPs polypeptide encodes a putative chloroplast transit peptide. This finding concurred 
with the chloroplast localization of this enzyme (Dyer et al., 1990). Enzyme 5-
enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPs) is a precursor of chorismate, which is 
involved in the biosynthesis of the aromatic amino acids in plants as well as most 
hormones, and lignins. EPSPs is the target for the broad spectrum herbicide 'glyphosate' 
(Hauptmann et al., 1988). Mousdale and Coggins (1985) located the EPSPs to the 
chloroplast in Pisum sativum (L.). Molecular analysis has shown that plant EPSPs genes 
encode a chloroplast transit peptide which is cleaved upon import of the protein into 
isolated chloroplasts (Della-Cioppa et ai., 1986). 
Although only a handful of amino acid biosynthetic genes have been examined, all 
have certain features in common. Most of the amino acid biosynthetic enzymes are 
encoded by multiple genes; most of the genes encode proteins which are destined for the 
chloroplast (e.g. GS, ALS, EPSPs, DAHPs); and for certain enzymes, separate genes for 
cytosolic and chloroplast enzymes exist (e.g. GS). Due to the complete interaction of the 
synthesis of amino acids and the components of the cytoplasm, it would seem feasible that 
the cytoplasm may influence the production of amino acids. To date, little research exists 
in this area; most probably due to the cost involved with amino acid analysis. This paper 
reports the results of a study designed to examine cytoplasmic effects on the total amino 
acid composition in soybean. Soybeans with unique cytoplasms, based on chloroplast 
DNA (cpDNA) restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) analyses (Shoemaker et 
al., 1986), were utilized to produce reciprocal crosses. Total amino acid composition of 
seed produced on the reciprocal Fi and F2 crosses was examined. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Shoemaker et al. (1986) identified five cytoplasmic groups based on cpDNA RFLP 
analysis of three species of soybean. Ten soybean lines which represented the five unique 
cytoplasmic groups (Table 1) were crossed with Harosoy 63' and 'Clark 63' to produce 40 
Fi and reciprocal Fi populations (Table 2). The two crosses (Fi and reciprocal Fi) from 
each combination of parents will be referred to as a reciprocal cross. The experiment was 
planted at the Bruner farm located 11 km southwest of Ames, Iowa in 1987. The soil 
association is classified as 'Clarion' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic Typic Hapludoll), 'Nicollet' 
(Fine-loamy, mixed mesic Aquic Hapludoll), 'Webster' (Fine-loamy, mixed mesic Typic 
Hapludoll). The Fi seeds were space-planted 30.5 cm apart within rows spaced, with a 
maximum of 15 seeds per row. Each row represented a split-plot. Four rows spaced 101.6 
cm apart formed a whole plot. Each whole plot consisted of the Fi row, a reciprocal Fi 
row, and the two parental rows. The plots were arranged in a randomized complete block 
design with three replications. Each plant was harvested individually. Composite samples 
of seed, approximately 30 grams and representative of each plant, were utilized for each 
split-plot. The composite seed samples were analyzed for amino acid composition by the 
Biotechnology Support Laboratory at Texas A & M University in College Station, Texas 
and the Iowa State University Protein Facility at Ames, Iowa. The amino acid composition 
was determined by use of an automated gradient liquid chromatograph system as described 
by Bidlingmeyer et al. (1984). This analysis involves hydrolysis and pre-column 
derivatization of the sample followed by reverse phase HPLC. Only one replication of 
cross 1X252 RFi produced enough seed for amino acid analysis; therefore the value 
reported for this cross is for one replication. 
In 1988, the parental lines and ten F2 and reciprocal F2 populations which involved 
'Harosoy 63' and were representative of each of the five cytoplasmic groups were 
evaluated. The F2 and reciprocal F2 populations for each combination of crosses will be 
referred to as a reciprocal cross. They were planted at the Bruner farm near Ames, Iowa in 
a randomized complete block design with four replications. One hundred seed were space-
planted 15.2 cm apart in two rows 762 cm long and 101.6 cm apart. Each pair of rows 
formed one split-plot. The parental lines, and die F2 and reciprocal F2 populations formed 
a whole plot. Composite samples of seed (30 g), representative of each plant, were 
produced for each split-plot. The samples were ground and analyzed for amino acid 
composition by the Biotechnology Support Laboratory at Texas A & M University in 
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College Station, Texas and the Northern Regional Research Center in Peoria, Illinois. The 
amino acid composition was determined by use of an automated gradient liquid 
chromatograph system (Bidlingmeyer et al., 1984). 
Cytoplasmic effects were determined by analyzing each reciprocal cross separately 
using a standard analysis of variance for a randomized complete block design. A standard 
analysis of variance for a randomized complete block design was also used to compare all 
reciprocal crosses and parental lines evaluated at each facility in each year (Appendix). 
Table 1. Chloroplast DNA group and species of parents. 
Parent Species cpDNA Group 
Harosoy 63 G. max L. I 
Clark 63 G. max L. I 
Mandarin G. max L. I 
Illini G. max L. I 
Medium Green G. max L. II 
424.078 G.maxL. II 
Peking G. max L. Ill 
Virginia G. max L. Ill 
65.388 G. gracilis L. in 
326.580 G. gracilis L. Ill 
153.292 G. gracilis L. IV 
79.593 G. gracilis L. V 
Table 2. Parentage of reciprocal Fi crosses. 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X235 Fi Mandarin X Harosoy 63 
1X235 RFi Harosoy 63 X Mandarin 
1X236 Fi Mandarin X Clark 63 
1X236 RFi Clark 63 X Mandarin 
1X237 Fi Medium Green X Harosoy 63 
1X237 RFi Harosoy 63 X Medium Green 
1X238 Fi Medium Green X Clark 63 
1X238 RFi Clark 63 X Medium Green 
1X239 Fi P1326.580 X Harosoy 63 
1X239 RFi Harosoy 63 X PI326.580 
1X240 Fi P1326.580X Clark 63 
1X240 RFi Clark 63 XPI326.580 
1X241 Fi P165.388X Harosoy 63 
1X241 RFi Harosoy 63 XPI65.388 
1X242 Fi P165.388X Clark 63 
1X242 RFi Clark 63 XPI65.388 
1X243 Fi PI79.593 X Harosoy 63 
1X243 RFi Harosoy 63 XP179.593 
1X244 Fi P179.593 X Claric 63 
1X244 RFi Clark 63 XPI79.593 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X245 Fi 
1X245 RFi 
1X246 Fi 
1X246 RFi 
1X247 Fi 
1X247 RFi 
1X248 Fi 
1X248 RFi 
1X249 Fi 
1X249 RFi 
1X250 Fi 
1X250 RFi 
1X251 Fi 
1X251 RFi 
1X252 Fi 
1X252 RFi 
1X253 Fi 
1X253 RFi 
1X254 Fi 
1X254 RFi 
PI424.078 X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X PI424.078 
P1424.078XClaik63 
Clark 63 XPI424.078 
PI153.292X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X P1153.292 
PI153.292X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X P1153.292 
mini X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X lllini 
llUniX Clark 63 
Clark 63 X mini 
Peking X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Peking 
Peking X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X Peking 
Virginia X Harosoy 63 
Harosoy 63 X Virginia 
Virginia X Clark 63 
Clark 63 X Virginia 
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Table 3. Parentage of reciprocal F2 crosses. 
CROSS PARENTS 
1X235 F2 Mandarin X Harosoy 63 
1X235 RF2 Harosoy 63 X Mandarin 
1X237 F2 Medium Green X Harosoy 63 
1X237 RF2 Harosoy 63 X Medium Green 
1X241 F2 PI65.388 X Harosoy 63 
1X241 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI65.388 
1X243 F2 PI79.593X Harosoy 63 
1X243 RF2 Harosoy 63 X PI79.593 
1X247 F2 PI153.292 X Harosoy 63 
1X247 RF2 Harosoy 63XPI153.292 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Aliphatic Amino Acids 
Alanine, glycine, isoleucine, leucine, and valine are amino acids which contain 
aliphatic side chains. Glycine and alanine are precursors for the branched chain amino 
acids leucine, isoleucine, and valine. The mean content for alanine, glycine, isoleucine, 
leucine, and valine for each of the Fi reciprocal crosses is reported in Figures 1 through 5, 
respectively. Alanine and glycine content were not significantly different in the four 
reciprocal crosses belonging to Chloroplast Group I. However, isoleucine and valine were 
both significandy different at the .05 level for cross 1X235. In Chloroplast Group II, 
isoleucine, leucine, and valine were significandy different at the .05 level of probability for 
cross 1X237. No significant differences were observed for alanine, glycine in Chloroplast 
Group II. All of the aliphatic amino acids, alanine, glycine, isoleucine, leucine and valine 
were significantly different at the .05 level in reciprocal cross 1X242 (Chloroplast Group 
IE). Alanine and leucine were significantly different at the .05 level, and glycine at the .01 
level of probability in cross 1X239. In Chloroplast Group IV, alanine was significantly 
different at the .05 level of probability and glycine was significantly different at the .01 
level in cross 1X247. The branched chain amino acids showed no differences in -
Chloroplast Group IV. No significant differences were observed for any of the aliphatic 
amino acids in the reciprocal crosses belonging to Chloroplast Group V. 
The mean content of the aliphatic amino acids in the reciprocal F2 crosses is 
reported in Figures 6 through 10. A significant difference was observed for valine in 
reciprocal cross 1X235. 1X235 belongs to Chloroplast Group I. No differences were 
observed for any of the aliphatic amino acids in Chloroplast Groups H, IE, IV or V. 
Aliphatic Hydroxyl Amino Acids 
Serine and threonine have aliphatic hydroxyl side chains. The means of the 
reciprocal crosses in the Fi generation are reported in Figures 11 and 12. No significant 
differences were observed for serine and threonine in both Chloroplast Groups I and II. 
Serine content differed significandy at the .05 level of probability in reciprocal crosses 
1X239 and 1X242. Threonine content differed at the .05 level in cross 1X239 and at the .01 
level in cross 1X242. No significant differences were observed in the other reciprocal 
crosses in Chloroplast Group III. No significant differences were observed for serine and 
threonine in the reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast Groups IV and V. 
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Serine and threonine contents of the reciprocal F2 crosses are reported in Figures 13 
and 14. Serine was significantly different in reciprocal cross 1X235. 1X235 belongs to 
Chloroplast Group I. No significant differences were observed for serine or threonine 
content in Chloroplast Groups H, IE, IV or V. 
Amides 
Asparagine and glutamine, both amino acids which contain amide groups are 
converted to aspartic acid and glutamic acid during hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid. The 
aspartic acid and glutamic acid content in the seed produced on the Pi reciprocal crosses is 
reported in Figures 1 and 2. No significant differences were observed in the four reciprocal 
crosses belonging to Chloroplast Group I; nor were differences observed in Chloroplast 
Group n. Of the seven reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast Group in, one cross IX 239 was 
significantly different for aspartic acid and glutamic acid at the .05 and .01 levels of 
probability, respectively. In Chloroplast Group IV, glutamic acid was significantly 
different at the .01 level in reciprocal cross 1X247. Aspartic acid was not significantly 
different in either of the reciprocal crosses. Aspartic acid was significantly different at the 
.05 level of probability in reciprocal cross 1X243 in Chloroplast Group V. All of the 
crosses exhibiting significant differences involved Harosoy 63' as a parent. 
Aspartic acid and glutamic acid contents of the F2 reciprocal crosses are presented 
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. No significant differences were observed for aspartic or 
glutamic acid in any of die five reciprocal crosses examined. 
Aromatic Amino Acids 
The composition of the Fi reciprocal crosses for the aromatic amino acids, 
phenylalanine and tyrosine, are presented in Figures 5 and 6. Phenylalanine and tyrosine 
content were not significantly different in any of the four reciprocal crosses belonging to 
Chloroplast Group I. In Chloroplast Group II, phenylalanine content differed at the .05 
level of probability for 1X237. The difference in tyrosine content approached significance 
in the same reciprocal cross. Significant differences were not observed for the other 
reciprocal crosses. In Chloroplast Group HI, phenylalanine was significantly different at 
the .05 level of probability for crosses 1X239 and 1X242. Tyrosine content was 
significantly different at the .05 and .01 level of probability for crosses 1X242 and 1X239, 
respectively. These were the same crosses in which phenylalanine content differed. No 
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significant differences were observed for any of the reciprocal crosses belonging to 
Chloroplast Groups IV and V. 
The results for phenylalanine and tyrosine content are presented in Figures 7 and 8. 
No significant differences were observed for phenylalanine or tyrosine among any of the 
five reciprocal crosses observed. 
Basic Amino Acids 
Lysine, arginine, and histidine have basic side chains. The mean values observed 
for these amino acids in the reciprocal Fi crosses are reported in Figures 23 through 25. 
Lysine content was significandy different at the ,01 level of probability in reciprocal cross 
1X249. No significant differences were observed for arginine or histidine in any of the 
reciprocal crosses examined in Chloroplast Group I. In chloroplast H, lysine was also 
significandy different in one of the reciprocal crosses. Lysine was significantly different at 
the .05 level of probability for 1X237. No significant differences were observed for 
arginine or histidine content In Chloroplast Group IE, significant differences were 
observed in two of the reciprocal crosses examined. Arginine content was significantly 
different at the .01 and .05 levels of probability for crosses 1X239 and 1X242, respectively. 
Histidine content was significandy different at the .05 level for 1X239, and neared 
significance for 1X242. Lysine content was significantly different at the .05 level for 
1X242 and neared significance for 1X239. No significant differences were observed for 
arginine, histidine, and lysine in the other reciprocal crosses belonging to Chloroplast 
Group III. No significant differences were observed for the basic amino acids in 
Chloroplast Groups IV and V. 
The means for the basic amino acids, arginine, histidine and lysine of the F2 
reciprocal crosses are reported in Figures 26 through 28. No significant differences were 
observed for any of the basic amino acids in the five reciprocal crosses examined in the F2 
generation. 
Other Amino Acids 
Methionine has a sulfur-containing side chain. Proline has a secondary amino 
group. The mean values observed for the Fi reciprocal crosses for these two amino acids 
are reported in Figures 29 and 30. Methionine was significandy different at the .05 level of 
probability for cross 1X249. No differences were observed for proline. In Chloroplast 
Group II, neither methionine nor proline were significandy different. Significant 
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differences were observed in two of the reciprocal crosses belonging to Chloroplast Group 
in. Methionine was significantly different at the .05 level of probability in reciprocal cross 
1X239. Proline was significantly different at the .05 level of probability in reciprocal 
crosses 1X239 and 1X242. No significant differences were observed for methionine and 
proline content in the reciprocal crosses belonging to Chloroplast Groups IV and V. 
The means for methionine and proline are reported in Figures 31 and 32. No 
significant differences were observed for methionine and proline content in any of the 
reciprocal F2 crosses. The results are consistent with the results for these particular crosses 
in the Fi generation. 
Summary 
The aliphatic amino acids exhibited significant differences in several reciprocal 
crosses. The reciprocal crosses with significant differences belonged to Chloroplast 
Groups I, II, ni, and IV. Of these amino acids, the branched chain amino acids, isoleucine, 
leucine, and valine differed the most often. The differences were typically observed in 
crosses in which 'Harosoy 63' was a parent. This indicates that specific nuclear X 
cytoplasm interactions may affect some step in the biosynthesis of the aliphatic amino 
acids, especially the branched chain amino acids. The results may also be explained by 
cytoplasmic effects not correlated with the cpDNA RFLP groups. Chloroplast Group III 
contained two reciprocal crosses which differed for thirteen of the amino acids. These were 
reciprocal crosses 1X239 and 1X242. The other crosses belonging to Chloroplast Group IH 
did not differ for any of the amino acids. Significant cytoplasmic X nuclear interactions 
were indicated. Chloroplast Groups I, IV and V exhibited relatively few significant 
differences. Most of the differences were observed among crosses in Chloroplast Groups II 
andni. 
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Figure 1. Alanine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by *. Only one 
replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 2. Glycine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 and .01 level indicated by * and **, 
respectively. Only one replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 3. Isoleucine content in reciprocal Fi crosses, 
replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 4. Leucine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by * Onlv one 
replication for 1X252 RF i. 
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Figure 5. Valine content in reciprocal F] crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by *. Only one replication 
for 1X252 RFj. 
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Figure 6. Alanine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 7. Glycine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. Significant differences at the .05 level 
indicated by *. 
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Figure 8. Isoleucine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 9. Leucine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences were 
observed. 
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Figure 10. Valine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. Significant differences at the .05 level 
indicated by *. 
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Figure 11. Serine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by *. Only one replication 
for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 12 Threonine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 and .01 levels indicated by * and ** 
respectively. Only one replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 13. Serine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. Significant differences at the .05 level 
indicated by *. 
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Figure 14. Threonine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 15. Asparagine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by * Onlv one 
replicaion for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 16. Glutamine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .01 level indicated by ** Only one 
replication for 1X252 RF i. 
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Figure 17. Asparagine content in reciprocal ¥2 crosses. No significant differences 
observed. 
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Figure 18. Glutamine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 19. Phenylalanine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by * Onlv one 
replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 20. Tyrosine content in reciprocal FI crosses. Significant differences at .05 and .01 levels indicated 
respectively. Only one replication for 1X252 RFi. by * and **, 
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Figure 21. Phenylalanine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences 
observed. 
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Figure 22. Tyrosine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 23. Arginine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 and .01 levels indicated by * and ** 
respectively. Only one replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 24. Histidine content in reciprocal Fi crosses, 
replication for 1X252 RF i. 
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Figure 25. Lysine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by * Only one 
replication for 1X252 RF i. 
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Figure 26. Arginine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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Figure 27. Histidine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences were, 
observed. 
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Figure 27. Lysine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences were 
observed. 
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Figure 29. Methionine content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated bv 
replication for 1X252 RF i. 
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Figure 30. Proline content in reciprocal Fi crosses. Significant differences at .05 level indicated by *. Only one 
replication for 1X252 RFi. 
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Figure 31. Methionine content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences 
observed. 
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Figure 32. Proline content in reciprocal F2 crosses. No significant differences observed. 
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APPENDIX 
Table Al. Amino Acid Means (g/100 g) for Parents and Reciprocal Fi Crosses. 
Mandarin f 
IX235-F11 
IX235-RF11 
Harosoy 63 t 
Mandarin t 
IX236-F11 § 
IX236-RF1 f 
Clark 63 t 
Med. Green t 
IX237-F11 
IX237-RF11 
Harosoy 63 f 
Med. Green t 
IX238-F11 
Ix238-RFi I 
Clark 631 
PB26.5801 
IX239-F11 
IX239-RF11 
Harosoy 63 t 
PI326.5801 
IX240-F11 
IX240-RF11 
Clark 63 t 
PI65.388 t 
IX241-F1 $ 
1X241-RF1 $ 
Harosoy 63 $ 
ALA ARG ASP GLU GLY HIS ISO LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TYR VAL 
L533 2.905 4.608 6.846 
L716 3.339 4.626 7.098 
1.746 3.378 4.613 7.107 
1.581 2.921 4.100 6.350 
1.533 2.905 4.608 6.846 
1.744 3.394 4.501 6.937 
1.600 3.137 4.350 6.767 
1.603 2.952 4.297 6.417 
1.634 2.956 4.687 6.810 
1.564 2.922 4.371 6.581 
1.660 3.211 4.461 6.818 
1.581 2.921 4.100 6.350 
1.634 2.956 4.687 6.810 
L598 3.139 4.306 6.563 
1.526 2.808 4.109 6.311 
1.603 2.952 4.297 6.417 
1.753 3.481 4.905 7.478 
L661 3.439 4.683 7.227 
1.478 2.854 4.088 6.262 
1.581 2.921 4.100 6.350 
1.753 3.481 4.905 7.478 
1.650 3.149 4.602 6.823 
1.620 3.089 4.560 6.553 
1.603 2.952 4.297 6.417 
1.579 2.423 3.317 5.972 
1.284 2.016 3.263 5.402 
1.103 1.728 2.827 4.609 
1.755 2.803 3.692 6.801 
1.512 0.857 1.147 2.586 
1.691 0.950 1.389 2.891 
1.713 0.974 1.576 2.965 
1.521 0.841 1.195 2.575 
1.512 0.857 1.147 2.586 
1.703 0.963 1.632 2.918 
1.597 0.912 1.269 2.809 
1.552 0.853 1.184 2.590 
1.608 0.703 1.210 2.693 
1.564 0.913 1.227 2.639 
1.633 0.969 1.534 2.915 
1.521 0.841 1.195 2.576 
1.608 0.703 1.210 2.693 
1.582 0.936 1.506 2.748 
1.493 0.857 1.213 2.575 
1.552 0.853 1.184 2.590 
1.750 1.002 1.734 2.807 
1.672 0.980 1.282 2.816 
1.469 0.843 1.045 2.405 
1.521 0.841 1.195 2.575 
1.750 1.002 1.734 2.807 
1.633 0.934 1.476 3.079 
1.589 0.917 1.432 2.979 
1.552 0.853 1.184 2.590 
1.610 1.026 1.496. 2.608 
1.302 0.826 1.369 2.156 
1.091 0.603 1.121 1.868 
1.743 1.117 1.742 3.039 
2.425 0.534 1.741 1.850 
2.544 0.429 1.839 2.080 
2.550 0.404 1.882 2.095 
2.302 0.389 1.658 1.880 
2.425 0.534 1.741 1.850 
2.555 0.257 1.862 2.123 
2.453 0.373 1.751 1.931 
2.237 0.412 1.626 1.892 
2.556 0.609 1.727 1.912 
2.445 0.375 1.706 1.870 
2.633 0.380 1.876 1.978 
2.302 0.389 1.658 1.880 
2.556 0.609 1.727 1.912 
2.435 0.461 1.745 1.874 
2.228 0.426 1.605 1.789 
2.237 0.412 1.626 1.892 
2.726 0.663 1.972 2.094 
2.455 0.465 1.779 2.024 
2.105 0.387 1.507 1.763 
2.302 0.389 1.658 1.880 
2.726 0.663 1.972 2.094 
2.645 0.560 1.927 2.008 
2.566 0.562 1.844 1.935 
2.237 0.412 1.626 1.892 
2.328 0.448 1.721 1.894 
1.823 0.327 1.374 1.548 
1.542 0.317 1.191 1.356 
2.477 0.511 2.033 2.110 
2.049 1.029 1.278 1.175 
2.215 1.496 1.415 1.436 
2.191 1.521 1.437 1.621 
2.005 1.347 1.265 1.238 
2.049 1.029 1.278 1.176 
2.124 1.501 1.453 1.711 
2.096 1.429 1.323 1.256 
2.042 1.386 1.284 1.250 
2.016 0.987 1.347 1.229 
2.043 1.390 1.313 1.238 
2.098 1.497 1.424 1.569 
2.005 1.347 1.265 1.238 
2.016 0.987 1.347 1.229 
1.948 1.441 1.363 1.571 
1.912 1.375 1.292 1.266 
2.042 1.386 1.284 1.250 
2.127 1.142 1.450 1.677 
2.175 1.493 1.388 1.335 
1.911 1.306 1.195 1.096 
2.005 1.347 1.265 1.238 
2.127 1.142 1.450 1.677 
2.075 1.533 1.400 1.456 
2.008 1.517 1.377 1.426 
2.042 1.386 1.284 1.250 
1.967 1.387 1.102 1.637 
1.573 1.126 0.853 1.236 
1.338 0.966 0.771 1.137 
2.298 1.544 1.278 1.808 
Table Al. (Continued) 
ALA ARC ASP GLU GLY HIS ISO LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TYR VAL 
PI65.388t 1.579 
IX242-F1 % L029 
IX242-RF1 :j: L386 
Claik 63 $ L586 
PI79.5931 L701 
IX243-F11 1.297 
IX243-RF1 -j. L281 
Harosoy 63 t L581 
PI79.5931 L701 
IX244-F11 L413 
IX244-RF11 L483 
Clark 63 t 1.603 
PI424.0781 1.737 
IX245.Fi t 1.453 
IX245-RF1 ^ 1.462 
Harosoy 63 t 1.581 
PI424.0781 1.737 
IX246-F11 § 1.603 
IX246-RF11 1.394 
Clark 631 1.603 
PI153.292 $ 1.455 
IX247-F11: § 1.508 
IX247-RF11 1.418 
Harosoy 63 $ 1.755 
PI153.2921 1.455 
IX248.Fi $ 1.369 
IX248-RF1 $ 1.536 
Clark 63 $ 1.586 
2.423 3.317 5.972 
1.607 2.645 4.297 
2.088 2.836 5.284 
2.108 2.806 5.363 
3.297 4.715 7.158 
2.336 3.733 5.622 
2.278 3.588 5.369 
2.921 4.100 6.350 
3.297 4.715 7.158 
2.422 3.925 6.084 
2.560 3.728 5.694 
2.952 4.297 6.417 
4.445 4.772 7.338 
3.176 4.036 6.407 
3.211 4.407 6.792 
2.921 4.100 6.350 
4.445 4.772 7.338 
3.656 4.739 7.148 
2.879 4.186 6.375 
2.952 4.297 6.417 
2.126 2.520 5.121 
2.290 3.103 5.567 
2.213 2.904 5.344 
2.803 3.692 6.801 
2.126 2.520 5.121 
2.063 2.853 5.291 
2.363 2.911 5.436 
2.108 2.806 5.363 
1.610 1.026 1.496 
1.057 0.641 0.958 
1.403 0.859 1.447 
1.565 0.939 1.554 
1.658 0.946 1.410 
1.312 0.797 1.053 
1.298 0.784 1.069 
1.521 0.841 1.195 
1.658 0.946 1.410 
1.505 0.836 0.878 
1.573 0.853 0.930 
1.552 0.853 1.184 
1.690 1.027 1.548 
1.508 0.899 1.248 
1.555 0.946 1.291 
1.521 0.841 1.195 
1.690 1.027 1.548 
1.637 1.042 1.402 
1.392 0.891 1.215 
1.552 0.853 1.184 
1.465 0.914 1.456 
1.514 0.977 1.616 
1.426 0.916 1.417 
1.743 1.116 1.742 
1.465 0.914 1.456 
1.371 0.843 1.355 
1.530 0.974 1.693 
1.565 0.939 1.554 
2.608 2.328 0.448 
1.725 1.451 0.256 
2.411 1.949 0.379 
2.759 2,175 0.449 
2.552 2.468 0.525 
2.359 1.973 0.392 
2.334 1.900 0.386 
2.576 2.302 0.389 
2.552 2.468 0.525 
2.248 1.985 0.227 
2.376 1.978 0.261 
2.590 2.237 0.412 
2.679 2.583 0.340 
2.702 2.124 0.302 
2.806 2.235 0.349 
2.576 2.302 0.389 
2.679 2.583 0.340 
3.069 2.559 0.383 
2.568 2.174 0.283 
2.590 2.237 0.412 
2.623 2.069 0.386 
2.604 2.193 0.404 
2.480 2.061 0.317 
3.039 2.477 0.511 
2.623 2.069 0.386 
2.394 1.924 0.365 
2.764 2.251 0.420 
2.759 2.175 0.449 
1.721 1.894 1.967 
1.096 1.266 1.260 
1.553 1.735 1.663 
1.743 1.968 1.853 
1.757 2.004 2.087 
1.440 1.535 1.711 
1.410 1.553 1.653 
1.658 1.880 2.005 
1.757 2.004 2.087 
1.405 1.653 1.882 
1.425 1.837 1.922 
1.626 1.892 2.042 
1.858 2.202 2.114 
1.627 1.753 1.957 
1.722 1.766 1.961 
1.658 1.880 2.005 
1.858 2.202 2.114 
1.901 1.995 2.142 
1.582 1.689 1.843 
1.626 1.892 2.042 
1.668 1.892 1.691 
1.684 1.885 1.849 
1.629 1.741 1.772 
2.033 2.110 2.298 
1.668 1.892 1.691 
1.495 1.689 1.650 
1.816 1.910 1.882 
1.743 1.968 1.853 
1.387 1.102 1.637 
0.929 0.722 1.046 
1.187 1.011 1.441 
1.319 1.049 1.623 
1.095 1.370 1.391 
1.166 1.068 1.049 
1.160 1.044 1.104 
1.348 1.265 1.238 
1.095 1.370 1.391 
1.208 1.077 0.950 
1.269 1.075 1.155 
1.386 1.284 1.250 
1.116 1.454 1.625 
1.293 1.178 1.253 
1.282 1.161 1.276 
1.347 1.265 1.238 
1.116 1.454 1.625 
1.450 1.355 1.373 
1.271 1.154 1.191 
1.386 1.284 1.250 
1.218 0.976 1.547 
1.300 1.106 1.552 
1.267 0.961 1.478 
1.544 1.278 1.808 
1.218 0.976 1.547 
1.178 0.974 1.432 
1.351 1.085 1.644 
1.319 1.049 1.623 
Table 1. (Continued) 
ALA ARG ASP GLU GLY HIS ISO LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TYR VAL 
lUini t 
IX249-F11 
IX249-RF11 
Harosoy 631 
mini t 
IX250.Fi t 
IX250-RF11 
Claik63t 
Peking $ 
IX251-F1 $ 
1X251-RF1 $ 
Harosoy 63 $ 
Peking t 
IX252-F11 
IX252-RF1 
Clark 631 
Virginia f 
IX253-F11 
IX253-RF11 
Harosoy 631 
L695 
L288 
L313 
1.581 
1.695 
1.190 
1.322 
1.603 
1.469 
1.534 
1.570 
1.755 
1.839 
1.413 
1.398 
1.603 
1.609 
1.137 
1.343 
1.581 
Virginia t 1.609 
IX254.Fi t § 1.119 
IX254-RFit§ 1.177 
Claric63t 1.603 
3.060 
2.088 
2.116 
2.921 
3.060 
1.882 
1.982 
2.952 
2.168 
2.264 
2.299 
2.803 
3.258 
2.130 
2.046 
2.952 
3.143 
1.828 
2.065 
2.921 
3.143 
1.693 
1.864 
2.952 
4.791 
3.578 
3.876 
4.100 
4.791 
3.421 
3.580 
4.297 
2.704 
2.871 
2.867 
3.692 
5.027 
3.680 
3.603 
4.297 
4.637 
3.075 
3.474 
4.100 
4.637 
2.939 
3.058 
4.297 
7.247 
5.415 
5.835 
6.350 
7.247 
5.077 
5.308 
6.417 
4.887 
5.455 
5.548 
6.801 
7.430 
5.580 
5.540 
6.417 
6.932 
4.675 
5.316 
6.350 
6.932 
4.456 
4.629 
6.417 
1.603 
1.336 
1.336 
1.521 
1.603 
1.227 
1.385 
1.552 
1.462 
1.520 
1.562 
1.743 
1.773 
1.455 
1.439 
1.552 
1.556 
1.162 
1.416 
1.521 
1.556 
1.152 
1.212 
1.552 
0.898 
0.763 
0.769 
0.841 
0.898 
0.687 
0.733 
0.853 
0.888 
0.954 
0.962 
1.116 
0.997 
0.751 
0.710 
0.853 
0.913 
0.639 
0.723 
0.841 
0.913 
0.596 
0.637 
0.853 
1.281 
1.009 
0.927 
1.195 
1.281 
0.787 
0.924 
1.184 
1.462 
1.533 
1.547 
1.742 
1.284 
0.736 
0.601 
1.184 
1.287 
0.698 
0.833 
1.195 
1.287 
0.703 
0.794 
1.184 
2.458 
2.357 
2.348 
2.576 
2.458 
2.128 
2.264 
2.590 
2.590 
2.699 
2.765 
3.039 
2.552 
2.081 
1.902 
2.590 
2.338 
2.055 
2.394 
2.576 
2.338 
2.092 
2.212 
2.590 
2.295 
1.795 
1.900 
2.302 
2.295 
1.646 
1.750 
2.237 
2.093 
2.259 
2.201 
2.477 
2.334 
1.812 
1.762 
2.237 
2.056 
1.713 
2.134 
2.302 
2.056 
1.805 
1.970 
2.237 
0.642 
0.356 
0.294 
0.389 
0.642 
0.249 
0.264 
0.412 
0.351 
0.404 
0.368 
0.511 
0.698 
0.299 
0.322 
0.412 
0.606 
0.248 
0.268 
0.389 
0.606 
0.247 
0.193 
0.412 
1.682 
1.407 
1.426 
1.658 
1.682 
1.254 
1.319 
1.626 
1.697 
1.786 
1.790 
2.033 
1.693 
1.270 
1.152 
1.626 
1.554 
1.299 
1.484 
1.658 
1.554 
1.302 
1.399 
1.626 
1.952 
1.492 
1.520 
1.880 
1.952 
1.360 
1.506 
1.892 
1.821 
1.916 
1.937 
2.110 
2.039 
1.579 
1.534 
1.892 
1.904 
1.281 
1.516 
1.880 
1.904 
1.245 
1.338 
1.892 
2.064 
1.675 
1.736 
2.005 
2.064 
1.572 
1.707 
2.042 
1.739 
1.897 
1.874 
2.298 
2.233 
1.802 
1.745 
2.042 
1.959 
1.473 
1.751 
2.005 
1.959 
1.419 
1.530 
2.042 
1.048 
1.125 
1.109 
1.347 
1.048 
0.978 
1.107 ' 
1.386 
1.270 
1.330 
1.323 
1.544 
1.143 
1.146 
1.050 
1.386 
1.058 
0.936 
1.043 
1.347 
1.058 
0.898 
0.957 
1.386 
1.350 
1.002 
1.028 
1.265 
1.350 
0.909 
0.964 
1.284 
1.049 
1.052 
1.061 
1.278 
1.415 
0.950 
0.927 
1.284 
1.308 
0.761 
0.967 
1.265 
1.308 
0.853 
0.879 
1.284 
1.272 
0.994 
0.880 
1.238 
1.272 
0.840 
0.923 
1.250 
1.539 
1.602 
1.618 
1.808 
1.311 
0.855 
0.718 
1.250 
1.339 
0.729 
0.879 
1.238 
1.339 
0.730 
0.811 
1.250 
t Error Mean 
Square (df=72) 0.015 0.059 0.087 0.243 0.018 0.006 0.021 0.042 0.041 0.006 0.018 0.026 0.026 0.012 0.011 0.028 
$ Error Mean 
Square (df=28) 0.016 0.042 0.191 0.305 0.015 0.008 0.030 0.066 0.036 0.005 0.027 0.027 0.026 0.012 0.012 0.019 
§ 2 replications. 
Î 1 replication. 
Table A2. Amino Acid Means (g/100 g) for Parents and Reciprocal F2 Crosses. 
ALA ARG ASP GLU GLY HIS ISO LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TYR VAL 
l
i
l
l
 
1.528 
1.888 
1.778 
1.728 
3.430 
3.128 
2.693 
2.875 
4.828 
4.095 
3.810 
4.880 
8.043 
8.065 
7.763 
7.405 
2.208 
1.963 
1.673 
1.648 
0.943 
0.778 
0.720 
0.953 
1.825 
2.028 
1.818 
1.750 
3.370 
3.428 
3.088 
2.905 
2.400 
2.685 
2.198 
2.235 
0.573 
0.433 
0.590 
0.435 
2.513 
2.165 
1.883 
1.825 
2.805 
2.305 
2.055 
1.973 
2.345 
2.368 
2.040 
2.050 
1.783 
1.540 
1.423 
1.393 
2.050 
1.828 
1.663 
1.578 
1.875 
2.008 
1.758 
1.688 
Med. Green f 1 
IX237-F2t§ 
IX237-RF21 
Harosoy 631 
1.760 
1.763 
1.560 
1.728 
3.490 
3.133 
2.920 
2.875 
4.280 
4.197 
3.993 
4.880 
6.785 
7.823 
7.408 
7.405 
2.210 
1.740 
1.853 
1.648 
1.120 
0.900 
0.885 
0.953 
1.835 
1.820 
1.818 
1.750 
3.380 
3.067 
3.110 
2.905 
2.030 
2.523 
2.185 
2.235 
0.670 
0.373 
0.533 
0.435 
2.200 
1.920 
2.228 
1.825 
2.515 
2.023 
2.145 
1.973 
2.455 
2.137 
2.173 
2.050 
1.640 
1.517 
1.495 
1.393 
2.145 
1.667 
1.730 
1.578 
1.870 
1.783 
1.825 
1.688 
PI65.3881 
IX241-F21 § 
IX241-RF21 
Harosoy 631 
1.940 
1.935 
1.615 
1.728 
3.060 
3.125 
3.635 
2.875 
4.863 
4.550 
4.830 
4.880 
8.498 
8.545 
8.568 
7.405 
1.810 
1.725 
2.190 
1.648 
0.953 
0.840 
1.175 
0.953 
1.875 
1.830 
1.730 
1.750 
3.115 
2.840 
2.993 
2.905 
2.588 
2.265 
2.270 
2.235 
0.675 
0.655 
0.440 
0.435 
1.965 
1.865 
2.225 
1.825 
2.188 
2.215 
2.690 
1.973 
2.248 
2.220 
2.373 
2.050 
1.495 
1.375 
1.603 
1.393 
1.643 
1.660 
1.730 
1.578 
1.848 
1.750 
1.568 
1.688 
-
H
-
H
-
a
 1.511 1.558 1.545 1.368 2.313 2.316 2.319 1.986 4.006 4.083 4.103 3.207 6.225 6.354 6.376 5.263 1.501 1.530 1.537 1.325 0.882 0.904 0.894 0.780 1.524 1.644 1.664 1.431 2.736 3.098 2.965 2.575 2.088 2.157 2.164 1.895 0.415 0.424 0.373 0.297 1.624 1.700 1.697 1.533 1.751 1.798 1.797 1.612 1.794 1.879 1.851 1.622 1.261 1.309 1.298 1.157 0.936 0.990 0.956 0.862 1.535 1.603 1.577 1.409 
11 
-
H
-W
-
1.434 
1.532 
1.514 
1.368 
2.193 
2.253 
2.242 
1.986 
3.994 
3.967 
4.245 
3.207 
6.211 
6.201 
6.391 
5.263 
1.482 
1.517 
1.486 
1.325 
0.888 
0.912 
0.892 
0.780 
1.575 
1.611 
1.556 
1.431 
2.730 
2.967 
2.846 
2.575 
2.063 
2.132 
2.121 
1.895 
0.374 
0.361 
0.391 
0.297 
1.612 
1.710 
1.685 
1.533 
1.717 
1.786 
1.766 
1.612 
1.762 
1.827 
1.817 
1.622 
1.274 
1.316 
1.279 
1.157 
0.947 
0.945 
0.940 
0.862 
1.517 
1.585 
1.548 
1.409 
tEnrorMean 
Square (df=22) 
$ Error Mean 
Square (df=18) 
0.061 
0.026 
0.297 
0.055 
0.699 
0.287 
1.354 
0.426 
0.144 
0.025 
0.108 
0.010 
0.023 
0.044 
0.053 
0.114 
0.100 
0.045 
0.039 
0.005 
0.192 
0.032 
0.298 
0.029 
0.062 
0.035 
0.035 
0.018 
0.058 
0.017 
0.031 
0.026 
§ 3 replications. 
Î 2 replications. 
112 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
Significant differences were observed among the reciprocal crosses in both the Fi 
and the F2 generations. Of the agronomic traits examined, most of the significant 
differences among the reciprocal Fi crosses were observed when 'Clark 63' was one of the 
parents. The differences usually involved the developmental stages, days to R1 and R7 and 
height at R1 and R7. Leaflet area and leaflet mass seldom exhibited significant differences. 
The range in maturity precluded the use of the reciprocal crosses involving 'Clark 63' in die 
F2 generation; therefore all reciprocal crosses examined in the F2 generation had 'Harosoy 
63' as one of the parents. Again, most of the significant differences observed among the 
agronomic traits were for the developmental stages, days to R1 and R7, and height at R1 and 
R7. No differences were observed for leaflet area and leaflet mass in any of the reciprocal 
F2 crosses. 
Few differences were observed for the seed quality traits examined. Protein and oil 
content seldom differed. Differences for protein and oil were observed in reciprocal crosses 
in Chloroplast Groups II and V. Significant differences were observed for the fatty acid 
composition in Chloroplast Groups I, III, and IV. Oleic and linoleic acid content differed 
the most often. In some crosses both the oleic and linoleic acid contents differed 
significantiy. This corresponds with the negative correlation observed between these two 
fatty acids (Wolf, et al., 1982). No differences were observed for linolenic and palmitic acid 
content in the reciprocal crosses in the Fi generation. As with the agronomic traits, the 
significant differences occuned most often when 'Claik 63' was one of the parents. In the 
F2 generation, protein and oil contenfwere not significantiy different in any of the 
chloroplast groups. Of the fatty acids, oleic and linoleic acid content differed die mOst 
often. Both were significantiy different in Chloroplast Group I. Oleic acid content differed 
in 1X247 in both the Fi and the F2 generation. Stearic acid content did not differ in the F2 
generation. Linolenic acid content did not differ in either the Fi or the F2 generation. 
Several differences were observed among the amino acids in the Fi reciprocal 
crosses; however, almost no differences were observed among the F2 crosses. In the Fi 
generation, the amino acids with aliphatic side chains (alanine, glycine, leucine, isoleucine, 
and valine) exhibited significant differences the most often. This was especially true for the 
branched chain amino acids (leucine, isoleucine, and valine). Only Chloroplast Group V 
showed no significant differences for any of the aliphatic amino acids. Metiiionine is a 
limiting amino acid in soybean. Two reciprocal crosses, belonging to Chloroplast Groups I 
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and m, exhibited significant differences for methionine content. Crosses in Chloroplast 
Groups m and n exhibited significant differences the most often. Chloroplast Group in had 
two reciprocal crosses in which significant differences were observed for most of the amino 
acids evaluated. However, the other reciprocal crosses in Chloroplast Group HI, exhibited 
no significant differences for any of the amino acids. Crosses in Chloroplast Group V 
seldom differed for any of the amino acids. 
Cytoplasmic effects consistent in a particular chloroplast group were not observed 
among the traits examined. Therefore, there does not appear to be any distinct advantage to 
using a particular cpDNA RFLP cytoplasm source. This is especially true for the agronomic 
traits and seed quality traits examined. Linolenic acid is undesirable and ways to decrease 
the content of this fatty acid would be desirable. However, no differences were observed for 
linolenic acid content Methionine is a limiting amino acid in soybean. Methods to increase 
this amino acid could be beneficial. Differences were observed for methionine content in 
two of the reciprocal crosses examined in the Fi generation. The differences observed were 
in Chloroplast Groups I and HI and appear to be produced by nuclear X cytoplasm 
interactions. No consistent cytoplasmic effect was observed. Therefore, one can not hope 
to increase methionine content merely by using a specific cpDNA RFLP cytoplasm. In fact, 
a significant difference for miethionine was observed when two parents from the same 
chloroplast group were involved as parents. Of interest, however, are the effects on the 
amino acids. A trend for differences among the aliphatic amino acids, especially the 
branched chain amino acids was observed. Differences were observed in reciprocal crosses 
in four of the five chloroplast groups. Consistent cytoplasmic effects were not observed, but 
rather significant nuclear X cytoplasm interactions were indicated. Most amino acids are 
synthesized in the cytoplasm, but little is known about the effect of the cytoplasm on the 
amino acids. Although the differences did not correlate with the cpDNA RFLP groupings 
used in this experiment, other cytoplasmic factors may be influencing these amino acids. 
Further research into cytoplasmic effects on amino acid composition may be warranted. 
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